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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents a critical evaluation of the closed flux chamber technique for gas 

emission measurements at landfills and a methodology to minimize errors associated with 

such measurements. Field and laboratory experiments were conducted to evaluate the 

effects of factors such as soil conditions, gas flux rates, and chamber configuration, on 

chamber measurements. A two-dimensional gas migration model incorporating advection 

and diffusion was developed to simulate various scenarios that could arise during closed 

flux chamber measurements. 

The field and laboratory experiments showed that the gas flux is under-estimated when a 

closed flux chamber was used for measurements. The same conclusion was drawn by the 

model. The model was used to understand gas migration patterns and to determine the 

measurement errors caused by gas accumulation within the chamber. The research 

concludes that accurate results could be obtained economically and conveniently if the 

closed flux chamber technique is used in association with the mathematical model 

simulations, 
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CEIAPTER O m  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

Although integrated waste management, the hierarchical method of waste management, 

ranks landfilling as the Iast option; low cost and simplicity make it the preferred method in 

most countries (Tchobanoglous et al., 1993). About 75.5 % of the solid waste excluding 

construction and demolition waste generated in Canada ended up in landfills in 1992 

(Environment Canada, 1996). However, the overall amount of waste ImdfZed has 

decreased in developed countries over the Iast few years. In United States, the percentage of 

waste disposed of in landfills decreased to 55% in 1996 as opposed to 83 % in 1986 (US 

EPA, 1998). This decrease is in response to waste minimization, recycling, and other waste 

diversion activities. Although there is a reduction in developed countries, the global amount 

of landfilled waste is likely to increase significantly, as developing countries produce more 

waste in response to rapid urbanization and industriaiimtion (Bogner et al., 1998). 

The inevitable consequences of the practice of solid waste disposaI in landfills are Ieachate 

and gas generation, because of microbial decomposition of waste. The off-site migration of 

leachate and landfill gas, and their release into the surrounding environment, present serious 

environmental concerns. These concerns include landfill settlement, groundwater pollution, 

£ires and explosiom, vegetation damage, unpleasant odors, air pollution, and global 

warming. Scientists throughout the worId are conducting research to predict and control 

landfill processes to reduce their impacts on the environment. Understanding gas emissions 

fiom landfills especially requires a vast amount of research work, as the present knowledge 

base related to landfill gas is very limited. 

Methane and carbon dioxide are the terminal products of anaerobic decomposition of 

organic carbon in the biodegradable kctioas of landfiiled waste. The IanW gas consists 

of approximately 50% CH, and 50% CO, and traces of numerous other gases. Methane in 



landfills must be controlled to prevent the formation of explosive mixtures; because CH, 

causes explosions at 5%- 15% (by volume) in air. Methane can be exploited commercially 

as an alternative energy resource. 

In recent years, landfils have been implicated in greenhouse warming scenarios as 

significant sources of atmospheric CH,. Although CH, is a trace gas in the atmosphere, its 

contribution to global warming is estimated to be about 17% (Princiotta, 1992). Global 

landfill CH, emissions have been estimated to be in the range of 30-70 Tglyear (Bingemer 

and Crutzen, 1987). The national estimates for landfill CH, emissions have been based on 

approaches using the assumed mass of landfilled solid waste for a given country multiplied 

by assumed rates of CH, production (Bingemer and Crutzen, 1987). This is an over- 

simplification, because a significant portion of the CH, produced within a landfill is 

biologically oxidized before it is emitted to the atmosphere Pogner et al., 1997). In 

addition, uncertainties associated with CH, generation potential and the lack of field data 

from developing countries reduce the credibility of the glo bd CH, emission estimations. 

To be credible, the CH, emission estimations need to be supported by actual field 

measurements. Over the last few years attempted researchers have tried to develop 

acceptable techniques to measure gas emissions horn landfills. At present flux chamber 

techniques are the most popular methods used at landfills. However. limitations in these 

techniques require additional research to r e h e  them. 



1.2 Objectives and Scope 

The primary objective of this thesis is to critically evaluate the closed flux chamber 

technique as a means of measuring gas emissions from landfills and to develop methods to 

increase the accuracy of this technique. Specific objectives are; to investigate the 

advantages and disadvantages of the closed flux technique under field conditions, to 

identify and quantify the erron involved with it, and to develop methods to improve the 

accuracy of field measurements. 

Therefore, the study involved the following components: 

a literature review to identi@ the available methods to measure gas emissions from soils 

and compare these methods with closed tlwc chamber technique. 

Field lysimeter studies to assess the suitability of closed flux chamber technique under 

field conditions. 

Laboratory experiments to determine the accuracy of the technique. 

Deveiop a computer model to simulate gas migration in soil when a closed flux 

chamber is employed for landfill gas measurement 

1.3 Thesis Organization 

This thesis contains eight chapters. Chapter one is the introduction. Chapter two presents a 

review of literature on available techniques for gas emission measurement It also discusses 

previous mathematical models that were developed to simdate gas migration in soils. In 

Chapter three, the experimental setup and methodology are described for both field and 

laboratory experiments. Results of these experiments are presented in Chapter four. Chapter 

five describes the theoretical aspects of the new mathematical model and the model 

deveIopment is inciuded in chapter six. Chapter seven presents the model results. 

Conclusions and recommendations for further research are included in Chapter eight. 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITIERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Impact of Landfill Gas on Atmospheric CH, 

The presence of methane in the atmosphere has been known since the 1940 '~~  when strong 

bands in the idared  region of the electromagnetic spectrum caused by the presence of 

atmospheric CH, were discovered. Concentrations of CH, in the troposphere vary &om 

1.7 ppmv in the Northern Hemisphere to about 1.6 ppmv in the Southern Hemisphere 

(Rassamussen and Khalil, 1986). The global average CH, concentration has been increasing 

by about 18 ppbv per year, or about 1% per year. Atmospheric measurements and 

measurements in ice cores have indicated a 100% increase in atmospheric CH, in the past 

200 years (Khalii et al., 1992). It  is estimated that about 70% of the increase of methane 

over the past 200 years is probably due to the increase of emissions while about 30% may 

have been caused by depletion of hydroxyl (OH) radicals in the atmosphere (OH reacts with 

methane and forms COJ. Schutz et al. (1990) stated that methane accounts for 

approximately 20% of the greenhouse warming of 0.7'~ over the Last 100 years. Methane 

has a shorter atmospheric lifetime compared to CO, and its global warming potential is 21 

with respect to a 100-year time horizon (IPCC, 1996). 

Anthropogenic sources account for about sixty percent of the 500600 Tglyear global CH, 

budget (Hogan and Kruger, 1992). Rice paddies, coal mining, natural gas industry, and 

livestock are the main anthropogenic sources of atmospheric CH,. Landfill CH, emissions 

account for 30-70 Tg/year or 443% of global emissions (Bingemer and Crutzen, 1987). 

However, the amount of research conducted on CH,, emissions fiom landfills is 

comparatively less than for the other CH, sources. 



2.2 CH, Generation in Landfills 

Solid waste provides both substrate and substratum for the growth and succession of 

diverse microbial communities. Many aspects in a landfill are conducive to the growth of 

microorganisms; surfaces are available for colonization, organic and inorganic nutrients are 

abundant, moisture is d l y  adequate (at least in sections of the waste matrix), and 

temperatures are often elevated with respect to the atmosphere (Palmisano and Barlaz, 

1996). 

A complex series of microbiological and chemical reactions begins with the burial of refuse 

in a landfill, and the production of CH, and CO, fiom landfills is well documented (Emcon 

Associates, 1980; Barlaz et al., 1990; Barlaz, 1996). When solid waste is placed in a 

landfill, biological decomposition does not occur immediately or in one step. 

Decomposition occurs at different stages and a period ranging from months to years may be 

necessary for the proper growth conditions and the required microbiological system to 

become established. Barlaz (1996) identified solid waste decomposition in a landfiil in an 

aerobic phase, an anaerobic acid phase, an accelerated CH, production phase and a 

decelerated CH, production phase. 

Oxygen entrained in the void space when solid waste is buried and the 0, dissolved in the 

r e f w  associated moisture, support aerobic decomposition of soluble sugars and other 

hydrolyzed monomers. Gas produced during the aerobic phase is almost totally CO,. 

However, depending on the compaction of waste, initid moisture content and the 

permeability of the cover, the aerobic phase declines with time as O2 is depleted and 

fermentatio a be gins. 

The anaerobic acid phase begins following the depletion of 4 fiom the r e h e  ecosystem. 

Rapid 4 depletion has been measured in the laboratory and can be expected in the field 



because once a mass of waste is covered by another layer of waste, replenishment of 

oxygen becomes insignificant (Barlaz et al., 1989). The acid phase is characterized by the 

rapid accumulation of carboxylic acids and a decrease in refuse pH fiom around 7.0 to 

below 6.0. Beginning of the anaerobic phase is marked by the hydrolysis of polymers, 

including carbohydrates, fats, and proteins into sugars, amino acids, long-chain carboxylic 

acids, and g iycero 1. Fermentative microorganisms then ferment these products to short- 

chain carboxylic acids, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen. Acetate, a direct precursor of CH,, 

and alcohols are also formed. The tenninal step in the conversion of complex polymers to 

CH, is carried out by methanogenic bacteria. Methanogens convert either acetate, or H, plus 

CO, to CH4. Although the methanogens are most active in the pH range 6.8 to 7.4 (Barlaz, 

1996), an increase of methanogenic bacteria too can be seen during the anaerobic acid 

phase. With progression through the acid phase, the CO, concentration decreases as the CH, 

concentration increases. 

In the accelerated methane production phase, there is a rapid increase in the rate of CH, 

production rate to its maximum value. Methane concentrations of 50 to 70% are typical of 

this phase, with the balance of the gas being C02 (Barlaz, 1996). Carboxylic acid 

concentrations decrease sharply, and subsequently, the pH of the rehe ecosystem 

increases. These favorable conditions cause the CH, generation rate to be at its maximum. 

The find phase of r e h e  decomposition is described as the decelerated CH, production 

phase. It is characterized by a decrease in CH, production rate while the CH, and CO, 

concentrations remain constant at about 60% and 40%, respectively. The decrease in the 

CH, production rate comiates with a decrease in catboxylic acid concentrations. With the 

depletion of carboxylic acid concentrations, there is a W e r  increase in pH of the 

ecosystem. 



2.3 CH, Generation versus CH,, Emissions from Landfills 

Quautif~cation of CH, generation within landfills and emissions &om them are both 

necessary to control the impacts of landfill gas. As extraction is a primary gas control 

measure, accurate estimations of gas generations are sought by many waste managers. 

Additionally, power generation is becoming an attractive option, and its economic 

feasibility could be assessed only with accurate estimations of gas generation. 

Gas generation rates are usually determined from either field measurements or using simple 

mathematical models. Field measurements are carried out using landfill gas pumping tests. 

Pumping tests are expensive and a large number of tests are required for a typical landfill. 

Scholl Canyon model (Emcon Associates, 1980) is the most widely used mathematical 

model to estimate CH, generation within landfills. In addition, global CH, generations 

could be estimated using gas generation potentials of various waste components (Bingemet 

and Crutzen, 1987) or regression models (Doom and Barlaz, 1995). These global CH, 

emission models have not been validated in the field. 

Although the amount of gas generation within a landfill provides an indication of the 

emissions from the landfill surface, these two amounts are not equal, the reason being a 

significant portion of CH, produced could be biologically oxidized before it is emitted to 

the atmosphere (Bogner et al., 1998). Importance of landfill gas em*ssions has increased 

during the last few years because of its implications on global warming phenomenon. 

However, there is no single model to determine gas emission rates, but labor intensive or 

costly field techniques. Therefore in many instances, estimated CH, generation is being 

used as a surrogate for estimated CH, emissions. If it is possible to determine the amount of 

CH, oxidized, gas generation rates provide a good means of determining IandfiU gas 

emissions. Unfortunately, at present, there is no method to quant@ CH, oxidation. U.S. 

EPA (1998b) recommends using a 10% oxidation rate after calculating the generation rates 



from the Scholl Canyon model. Many researchers question this approach because oxidation 

rates are dependent on environmental conditions and vary fiom one landfill to the other. 

Since there is no satisfactory method to determine landfill gas emissions developing a new 

technique or improving an existing one is required. Existing methods are examined in the 

next section. 

2.4 Measurement Techniques for Gas Emissions 

Measuring landfill gas emissions involves a very high uncertainty because of the 

complexity of generation, transport processes and other reactions. The gases produced 

within a landfill are usually emitted into the atmosphere through the landfill cover. 

Theefore, landfill gas emission involves mass transfer between the soil and the 

atmosphere. For decades soil scientists have studied nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide 

emissions fiom agricultural soils. Concerns of harmful gas emissions fiom contaminated 

soils also have attracted the attention of researchers. In all such situations, similar principles 

are applicable for emission measurements. 

Field measurements of landfill CH, emissions with different techniques indicate a 

variability spanning more than seven orders of magnitude, fiom less than 0.0004 to more 

than 4000 g m" day" (Bogner et d., 1997). Because of the complex dynamics resulting in 

high spatial and temporal variability of CH, generation, consumption and transport in 

ImdfiUs Bogner et al. (1997) recommended that two or more techniques be used in tandem, 

ideally chosen to focus on different scales. 

The techniques reported in the Literature to meamre gas emissions fiom IandfilIs are 

discussed below. The amount of information on techniques used for l a n m  gas emissions 

is limited because of the short period of time landfill gas emission monitoring has been in 



existence. However, there is a wealth of information on other trace gas emissions 

measurements, especially from apricultud soils. Soil scientists have studied in emissions 

of nitrous oxide W2O) and carbon dioxide (COJ born agricultural soils since 1940s 

(Kanemasu et d., 1974). Since the techniques used to determine any tracer gas emissions 

into the atmosphere could be applicable for CH, emissions fiom landfills, this discussion is 

canied out in a broader sense to incorporate all information in this field. Surface exchange 

studies range in scale fiom investigations of specific microbial biochemistry to projections 

of changes in the composition of the global atmosphere (Dabberdt et al., 1993). The 

resulting fluxes are of importance in studying the budgets of trace gas species. 

The available techniques include the following: 

1. Above-ground techniques for large areas 

- e.g . micrometeoro logical techniques, tracer methods 

2. Ground surface - less than 1 m2 

- e.g. chamber methods 

3. Below-ground 

- e.g. diffusive flux calcuiation fiom vertical concentration 

Although the emphasis of this research is on flux chamber methods, for completeness, other 

methods are also discussed briefly. 

2.4. I MictometeoroIogica& Techniques 

The basic concept of micrometeorological approaches for meamring trace gas flux to or 

fiom the soil surface is that gas transport is accomplished by the eddying motion of the 

atmosphere which displaces parcels of air fiom one level to another (Mosier, 1990). For the 

distance scales over which measurements are practical (i-e. a few miIIimetres above the 

d a c e ) ,  turbulent aanspoa is the dominant mechanism. These methods consider various 

aspects of atmospheric turbulence in relation to trace gases. The micrometeorological 



methods can be broadly classified as equilibrium and non-equilibrium methods. Eddy 

correlation method, gradient methods, and Bowen ratio method fall under the equilibrium 

method, while mass balance method is a non-equilibrium method. 

2.4.1.1 Eddy Correlation 

The most direct micrometeorological approach for determining surface constituent 

exchange is the measurement of the vertical turbulence near the d a c e .  The flu is the 

average of the instantaneous product of vertical velocity and constituent density (species 

mass per unit volume) or mixing ratio with respect to air (species mass per mass of air). In 

statistical terms, flux is determined by calculating the covariance between the concentration 

fluctuations of that entity and the fluctuations in verticaI wind speed (Clement et al., 1995). 

Although the eddy correlation is the most direct flu measuring technique, it can be 

difficult to implement because it requires concurrent and contiguous measurements of 

velocity and concentration with high-frequency response (e.g. for tower measurements. 

typically > 1Hz: for airplane measurements, typically > IOHz). 

2.4, I. 2 Gradient Method 

Direct measurement of fluxes of trace species requires fast-response concurrent 

measurements of both the vertical and the trace species. Indirect measurements generally 

require some empirically determined relationship to estimate the f l~x The most common 

derived technique is the gradient method. Here. the flux is estimated from the difference in 

concentration between two or more levels (Fowler and Duyzer, 1989). The turbulent fIw is 

proportional to the product of the mean vertical mixing ratio gradient of the gas and an 

eddy difhsivity (Mosier, 1990). Gradient methods have been used to determine trace gas 

emissions more than the other micrometeorological techniques. 



2.4.1.3 Bowen Ratio (Energy Balance) 

The Bowen ratio is defined as the ratio of sensible to latent surface heat fluxes. It was 

originally used, together with the other terms in the surface energy budget, to estimate these 

fluxes at the surface (Fowler and Duyzer, 1989). Advantages of this approach are that eddy 

flux measurements and stability corrections are not required: a drawback is that it requires 

measurements of the incoming net radiation at the surface and the soil heat flux. 

2.4. I .  4 Muss Balance 

Another approach for estimating surface flux is the use of mass balance or budget 

techniques. In contrast to variance and profile techniques, this is an absolute technique in 

that no empirical relationships are necessary to estimate the flux (Lenschow, 1995). Gas 

flux rate is related to the horizontal distance fiom the upwind edge of the measurement area 

and the top of the air layer influenced by the emission of the gas. The method assumes that 

the mean horizontal turbulent flux is much smaller than the mean horizontal advective flux 

(Mosier, 1990). One attraction of this technique is that it does not demand such precision in 

gas concentration measurement as the other techniques. 

Micrometeorological techniques can provide accurate flux estimates, but have relatively 

large personnel demands and sophisticated instrumentation and data-processing 

requirements. Perhaps, a reasonable compromise for ground-based measurements may be 

obtained through the application of automated conditional sampling techniques (which are 

under development); conditional sampling results to-date are encouraging but not yet 

definitive. Similar considerations must be given to trade-off between surface-based and 

airborne measurements. The former are more easily obtained but frequently are Limited in 

their spatial representativeness and ideally require flat sites with homogeneous source sink 



characteristics. Airborne flu measurements are spatidy representative but are more 

difficult and do not provide good temporal resolution or continuity. 

The history of observational micrometeorology is one of the experiments carried out over 

horizontally homogeneous sites, as demanded by similarity theory. Unfortunately, in most 

practical situations, surfaces are not horizontally homogeneous. Overland, hills and 

scattered trees are obvious sources of heterogeneity. However, other more subtle effects 

may contribute towards such sources. 

2.4.2 Atmospheric Tracer Methods 

Atmospheric tracer methods also use the measurements of atmospheric mixing to determine 

trace gas fluxes. In this case, a tracer (e.g. sulfur bexafluoride - SF, has been used by most 

researchers) is released fiom the emitting d a c e  to simulate gas emissions (Czepiei et al., 

1996a; Tregoures et al., 1997). I f  the released tracer is well mixed in the source plume, then 

the CH, emission rate can be obtained directly by the ratio method, as: 

f' 

& r  

where 

Q, = Gas flux rate 

Q, = Tracer flux rate 

C,, C, = Concentrations of tracer and the gas of interest respectively. 

However, this method is restricted to situations with no interfering sources, a sutficient 

signal to be measured against the background, and a source strong enough to be measured 

far enough downwind to ensure adequate mixing with the tracer gas under circumstances of 

stable atmospheric conditions (Czepiel et al, 1996a). 



2.4.3 Diffrcsive F7ur Calculation 

Diffusive calculation of trace gas emissions fiom soils is based on the Fick's first law of 

diffusion. This approach assumes the gas flux is at one-dimensional steady state. It requires 

the coefficient of diffusion and concentration gradient of interested gas in the soil. The flux 

is given by the Fick's law, 

dC 
F = -DA- .........*.*...........*......... *..............*...*.*...*....*.....*..... 

ak (2.2) 

where, 

F = Flux rate (gni2s-I) 

D = Coefficient of diffusion (m2s-I) 

A = Area (mf) 

- dC = Concentration gradient cbser to the d a c e  (gni2) 
& 

The concentration gradient is determined by field measurements. However, uncertainties 

associated with both concentration gradient and coefficient of diffusion restrict the 

application of this technique. 

2.4.4 Chamber iMefho& 

Chamber or enclosure methods involve isolating gases emitted fiom the soil d a c e  using 

an enclosure. The flux chamber is a noneintrusive technique and offers advantages of 

accuracy, simplicity, and flexibility over other measurement techniques. Chamber methods 

have been used by soil scientists to determine C 4  and N,O fluxes fiom a g r i d W  soils 

(Kanemasu et al., 1974; Denmead, 1979; Hutchinson and Mosier, 1981). Emission 

meamrements using £lux chambers have also been performed to assess the need to control 

gas emissions fiom subsuffice contamhation, to define the levels of air emissions fiom 



hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal facilities at a number of remedial action 

sites (Eklund et al, 1985). These methods recently gained popularity in landfill settings (Lu 

and Kunz, 1981; Jones and Nedwell, 1990; Bagner et al., 1995; Czepiel et al., 1996a). An 

inherent drawback of these methods is that perturbations of the gas concentration profile in 

the soil occur as a result of concentration in the chamber. The shape of the chamber used 

mostly is cylindrical. Some of the designs are cylindrical with a hemispherical top 

(Klenbusch, 1986, Eklund et al., 1985). Although, Jones and NedwelI(1990) and Clement 

et ai. (1995) have used square shaped box chambers, they are not popular. 

The deployment of the flux chamber requires isolating a volume of air adjacent to the 

d a c e  with a minimal perturbation of natural processes governing trace gas exchange 

across the surface. This is usually accomplished by inserting the enclosure into the soil. 

Many researchers have come up with different insertion depths, but 1 to 2 inches is 

accepted by many (Reinhart et al., 1996; Matthias et al., 1978). However, this insertion 

might increase the pressure inside the chamber if requisite precautions are not taken. 

Installing a collar permanently in the soil is a solution for this if the measurements are 

repeated at the same spot. Then the chamber can be attached to the collar without affecting 

the sou or air atmosphere within the chamber. Care should also be taken to minimirre the 

alteration of the enclosed air during the measurement. This includes the temperature and the 

humidity. When Plexiglas chambers are used, there is a potential of increasing the 

temperature inside the chamber. In such a situation, Wation of chamber walls might be 

required. Another criticism flux chambers encounter is that they alter the atmospheric 

boundary layer. As such, measurements under windy conditions may be comparatively less 

accurate. 

Spatial variability of emissions is undoubtedly the greatest problem encountered in using 

chamber techniques to estimate a given gas flux from soils in a large area. Coefficients of 

variation of N,O or CH, between measuring points within a b ~ o m "  site Iocation can 

range between 50 and 100% (Hutchiason and Mosier, 1981). On the other hand, the ability 



to determine the heterogeneity of suxface emissions is an advantage of flux chamber 

techniques. There are two different chamber designs; namely closed and open flux 

chambers based on the flow regime. 

2.4 I. I Closedflux Chamber 

Closed flux chamber method is the most widely used technique in determining gas 

emissions from landfills. The closed flux chamber method involves capturing gas emitted 

by the soil using a closed enclosure. By measuring the change in concentration with respect 

to time, the flux rate is estimated. 

Figure 2.1 shows the simple arrangement of a closed tlux chamber. As shown in the figure, 

if an infkued analyzer is used, it is possible to circulate air to attain good mixing. I f  a gas 

chromatograph (GC) is used to analyze the gases, a gas port can be installed. 

Figure 2.1 : Diagram of a closed flux chamber 

Flux rate is calculated using the foIIowing equation: 



where, 

F = Flux rate (g.~"rn*~) 

V, A = Volume (m3) and basal area (m') of the chamber respectively 

dCchlber = Concentration gradient inside the chamber, with respect to time (g~n-~s- ' )  
dt 

The concentration gradient is obtained by measuring concentrations inside the chamber at 

different time intervals. Linear regression is used to determine the gradient. 

The attraction for this method is mainIy due to its simplicity, portability, and the ability to 

measure very small fluxes. The major disadvantage of this method is its underestimation of 

flux. As the accumulation of gases in the chamber changes the soil gas concentration 

gradient, the calculated flwes tend to be under-estimated Researchers have found dflerent 

degrees of accuracy with the closed f lu  chamber technique. Manhias et al. (1978) reported 

that closed flux chamber flux values might under-estimate actual values by as much as 55% 

of the actual values. Jury et al. (1982) and Healy et al. (1996) also showed closed flux 

chambers could under-estimate flwes by various amounts depending on soil type. 

With the closed chamber, the t h e  rate of change of gas concentration should be evaluated 

as soon as the chamber is placed on the soil d a c e .  Because of the precision restmints in 

the gas concentration measurement technique, this may not be feasible. Thus the time 

period of gas collection must be sufficient to d o w  for measurable gas accumulation. The 

trace gas concentration gradient beneath closed systems is ever diminishing in response to 

continual concentration changes within the chamber air. Enclosure dimensions and 

deployment times, therefore, should be caremy selected in each application so that this 

negative feedback on the rate of molecular difbion is minimized. 

Closed chambers often allow fluxes to be quantified over shorter deployment periods and 

are usem in quantiQhg low exchange rates, particularly if the minimum detectable flu is 



Limited by the precision of the concentration analysis. In measuring surface-atmosphere 

N,O exchange beneath a corn canopy at various times throughout the growing season 

Hutchinson and Mosier (1979) found that a substantial proportion of the fluxes measured 

by open chambers were below the detection limits reported obtainable with closed systems. 

Pressure vents are recommended by some researchers for most enclosures not only to 

transmit atmospheric pressure changes to the enclosed air volume, but also to compensate 

for air sample withdrawal and possible reduction in chamber volume during deployment. 

Flux chambers with vents are also referred here as closed chambers as there is no forced air 

flow through the system. Hutchinson and Mosier (1981) deveioped guidelines for 

calculating appropriate vent tube diameter and length as functions of chamber volume and 

wind speed. These guidelines were defined to minimize resistance to air flow in response to 

atmospheric pressure fluctuations and to minimize the quantity of air exchanged by 

advective flow between the enclose air volume and the atmosphere. Livingston and 

Hutchinson (1995) recommend that vented systems are especially required whenever the 

underlying soils are highly permeable or the trace gas sources or sinks are located near the 

soil-atmosphere interface. They assume exchange due to molecular d i i i o n  through the 

vent as negligible over typical deployment times. However, the vent tube should be widely 

separated from the chambers sampling port to avoid unintended interactions. 

Conen and Smith (1998) found that in a well-drained soil with a fairly large air 

permeability, vented chambers yielded fluxes as much as five times those of sealed 

chambers depending on wind speed. By contrast, on a heavier and wetter soil with smaller 

air permeability, vented chambers averaged only 88% of the fluxes observed with sealed 

chambers. It seems more likely that wind blowing over the vent depressurizes the chamber 

(venturi effect), resulting in sigmficant gas flow horn the more permeable soil into interior 

of the chamber. The opposite trend for the less permeable soil suggests that difbion losses 

through the vent tube are greater than the increase in concentration due to soil gas flow. 

Conen and Smith (1998) have calcdated a pressure deficit inside the chamber 2.4 Pa for a 



steady wind of 2 ms-'. Dimensions of their vent tube were length 16 cm and inner diameter 

1 cm. According to them, venting can create larger errors than the ones it is supposed to 

overcome. 

24.42 Open FZur Chamber 

Open flux chamber is different from the closed one because a clean dry sweep air is added 

to the chamber at a fixed controlled rate. This flow rate should be at a rate significantly 

exceeding the gaseous release rate fiom the surface. The volumetric flow rate of sweep air 

through the chamber is recorded and the concentrations of the species of interest are 

measured at the exit of the chamber. The Figure 2.2 shows the essential components in an 

open chamber design, 

Inlet il 
Figure 2.2: Diagram of the open chamber arrangement 

The emission rate is expressed as; 



where; 

F = Flux rate (g .s" .m") 

Q, = Volume flow rate at the outlet (m's-I) 

A = Basal area of the chamber (m2) 

C = Concentration at the outlet (gnf3) 

In the open systems, the trace gas concentration gradient controlling molecular diffusion 

across the soil-atmosphere interface is assumed constant after an initial period of 

adjustment following deployment. This steady state condition is maintained by passive 

regulation of the trace gas concentration in the enclosed air volume, typically by employing 

an open-path circulation system to sweep the enclosed volume using a constant flow of 

external air with known concentration of the species of interest. Although the steady state 

concentration gradient that is established will likely differ Eom pre-deployment conditions, 

the perturbation can be minimized by optimizing the flow rate and make-up of the sweep 

air such that the difference in trace gas concentration inside and outside the enclosure is 

minimized. 

Because of Iow perturbations to the soil atmosphere, open chambers may be a preferred 

design for monitoring trace gas exchange at fixed locations over extended or repeated time 

periods. In comparison between closed and open enclosures deployed over the same period, 

Denmead (1 979) demonstrated that open systems induced smaller changes in the subsurface 

trace gas concentration gradient, thereby resulting in not only smaller bias in observed gas 

transport rates, but also more rapid recovery to near pre-disturbance conditions between 

consecutive measurement periods. 

However, the sweep air should be pumped in or pumped out in order to keep a constant 

airflow rate. The pressure within the chamber is lowered in case of pumping out and it is 

increased when air is pumped in. This change in pressure ultimately affects the gas 

emissions (Denmead, 1979). Kanemasu et aI. (1974) reported variations in chamber 



pressures when air is circulated through the chamber under suction and under pressure. 

They measured the chamber pressure to be approximately -25 pbars when under suction 

and +LO pbars when under pressure. Their measurements show the CO, flw kom the soil 

surface inside the "pressure" chamber was nearty an order on magnitude lower than the soil 

surface inside the "suction" chamber. Kanemasu et al. (1974) conclude the flux from the 

soil sdace  under natural conditions is probably between the suction and pressure diffusion 

values. Hartless (1995) also found L Pa of pressure change in the chamber could distort the 

flux rates by about 40%. This can be overcome by ensuring that the size of the inlet gas 

orifices are large compared to the size of the outlet orifice (Denmead, 1979). 

An additional consideration in open chambers is the time required for gas concentration in 

the soil and the chamber air to adjust to new equilibrium values. The time for the steady 

state depends on the flux rates, soil characteristics, and the air flow rate. Predicting this 

could be difficult as the time to reach the steady state may be quite long or poorly defined 

under many site conditions (Jury et al., 1982). If not established, the true flux rate may be 

significantly underestimated, so open chambers often incorporate in-line sensors to monitor 

the concentration of the species of interest in real time. When there is no Longer a 

measurable concentration within the chamber, measurements assume an equilibrium flux 

between soil atmosphere and chamber atmosphere. 

Reinhart et al. (1992) tried to optimize the design and operational parameters of open flux 

chambers in order to increase the accuracy of measurements of landfilI gas emissions. Flux 

chamber operating parameters included: chamber pressure, sweep airflow rate, landfill 

insertion depth, and sweep air velocity. The effect of varying landfill cover type, operating 

procedures, climate, and waste composition and age on landfill gas emission rates were not 

evaluated. Their research has clearly shown that the weep airflow rate has an impact on the 

measurements. Biasing shifted fiom positive to negative as the air flow rate is increased. 

The Table 2.1 shows the details of flux chambers used by several researchers. 



Table 2.1. Details of Some Flux Chambers Used by Researchers 

# 

Application 

Used for N20 

emission 

measurement 

For N 2 0  

emissions 

For various 

emissions 

recommended 

for RCRA 

facilities 

Landfill gas 

emissions 

laboratory 

experiments 
, 

Gas teaks in 

oil / gas wells 

Used in 

landfills 

Operational 

Details 

inserted 10 cm 

deep into soil 

vent tube (10 cm x 

# 0.5 cm) 

Reference 

Denmead 

(1 979) 

Hutchinson and 

Mosier (198 1) 

Clement et al. 

(1 995) 

Czepiel et al., 

( I 996) 

Bogner et al. 

(1999) 
I 

Conen and 

Smith (1998) 

Ekiand et al. 

( 1985) 

Klenbusch 

( 1986) 

Jones and 

Nedwell(1990) 

Reinhart et al. 

( I  992) 

Erno and 

Schrnitz (1996) 

Williams and 

Williams 

Chamber 

Type 

Open 

Closed 

Description 

Cylindrical, 

# 30 cm, 18 cm high 

Cylindrical, 

# 12.1 crn, 13.6 cm high 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Open 

Open 

Closed 

Closed 

Open 

Dyn-DiIu. 

Tube 

Aluminum box 

6.24cmx62.4crnx3.7cm 

(25.4 cm, 18 cm high 

Hemispherical, 

V = 19 L, A = t 134 cm2 

(40 cm, 20 cm high 

Stainless steeI cyfinder 

with a Plexiglas dome 

Cylindrical with a dome 

on the top, Vol. = 30 L, 

Area = L 300 cm2 

Polyethylene box 

24.5~2 1.5x7.5 crn 

Stainless steel cylinder 

/71.1cm,30cmhigh 

Cylindrical, 

(61 cm, 12.7 cm high 

Cylindrical 

/ 15 cm, 45 cm high 

mixed air with an 

impeller 

inserted 2-3 cm 

deep into the soil 

pressed into soil 

inserted I .S cm 

deep 

S irniIar to 

Denmead (1979) 

Inserted 4.5 cm 

deep 

Collars inserted 

into the peat 

air was mixed 

inside by a fan 

Used co llar to 

insect into the soil 

Inserted 7 c m  vent 

tube (1 6cm x/l cm) 

c b  
emissions 

fiom wetlands 

Used in 

landfills 

Used in 

Landfills 

N20 

n~easurement 



The insufficient accuracy holds against the usage of flux chambers. There have been many 

studies with the objective of increasing the accuracy of these methods. Two approaches are 

commonly adopted by scientists to refine the techniques. They are either physical and/or 

procedural modifications andlor attempts to interpret measurements by utilizing 

mathematical modeling. The first approach was explained earlier when the chamber 

methods were introduced. Modeling approach is discussed below. Modeling approaches 

that can be applied in a landfill setting are varied and depend on the processes one is 

interested and the size of the domain, the type and technique of modeling. However, 

reviewing the literature related to modeling of gas generation and emission will help to 

determine the techniques that should be used for a particular problem. 

2.5 Simulation Models 

Mathematical models have been presented as tools for assessing migration patterns for 

predicting the temporal and spatial distribution of gas production. Basic simulation models 

reported in the literature can be classified as: 

Models that predict gas generation only 

Models that combine gas generation and transport 

Models that include gas, moisture, and heat generation and transport 

Models simulating special situations (application of flux chambers) 

These models consider various processes occurring within and in the surrounding region of 

a landfill. These include physical, chemical, and bioIogical processes. A simplified 

representation of these processes is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 : Processes in a landfill 

2.5.1 Gas Generation Models 

Because of the wide variety of biodegradable matter in municipal solid waste, no simple 

equation or rate constant can describe adequately the rate of biodegradation and the rate of 

gas generation in landfills (El-Fadel et al., 1996). Various factors affecting gas generation 

such as waste composition, moisture content, pH. temperature, other inhibitors, the age of 

the landfill and the landfilling practices make the modeling very complicated. The most 

widely used approaches are to use zero or fint order kinetic reaction models. A second 

category of models using Monod kinetics incorporates the complete or sequential stages in 

anaerobic biodegradation of organic materials (Findikakis et al., 1 988; El-Fadel et d, 1989; 

Young, 1989). 



Emcon Associates (1980) discusses three theoretical kinetic models for gas production. 

These models use first order reaction kinetics. The Palos Verdes and the Sheldon Arleta 

models utilize two-stage fim order kinetics. The most popular kinetic model, the Scholl 

Canyon model, is a single stage model. This model assumes that, after a lag time of 

negligible duration, during which anaerobic conditions are established and the microbial 

biomass is built up and stabilized, the gas production rate is at its peak. These gas 

generation models have not been validated using enough field data. 

2.5.2 Gas Transport Models 

The theory and governing equations of gas transport in porous media have been addressed 

by many researchers during the last few decades. Approximate closed form expressions and 

numerical solutions have been developed for different gas flow problems in the petroleum 

industry (Adz and Settari, 1979) and more recently in connection with problems of 

assessment and remediation of s u b d a c e  contamhation (Frind, 1982; Mendoza and Frind, 

1990). Similar attempts have been made in modeling gas transport in landfills. With the 

awareness of impacts of landfill gas on local and global environment, there is an increased 

interest about fate and transport of landfill gas. 

There have been many attempts to model fate and transport of gases within landfills. A 

wide variety of analyticd and numerical techniques have been used. In a landfill setting, 

there are two distinct components important for gas migration. They are, a highly non- 

homogeneous waste layer and a fairly homogeneous soil cover on top of that. However, 

most of Iandfill gas transport models are based on the assumption that the landfill can be 

treated as a porous medium and the gas velocity is given by Darcy's law. Alzaydi et al. 

(1978) developed analytical and numerical models to simulate gas flow through soil 

formations adjoining sanitary landfill. They have used a patallel pore mode1 where the 

porous medium was represented as an aggregation of parallel capillary tubes, each of 



constant radius, which simulate the pore size distribution. Moore et al. (1979) applied these 

equations and numerical models to simulate data fiom existing landtills and developed 

design charts for CH, concentrations in the subsurface surrounding a landfill. Mohsen et al. 

(1979) developed a numerical axisymmetric flow model to simulate gas migration away 

fiom sanitary landfills. 

Lu and Kunz (1981) developed an analytical radial flow model to determine the landfill's 

CH, production rate and gas flow permeability. They considered an extraction scenario. 

They were able to match the results with the flu chamber measurements. Their approach 

assumed that the landfill consists of a number of small cylindrical elements. 

Young's (1989) model described gas transport in a rectangular cross section of a landfill 

with impermeable bottom and side walls. He considered pumping of gas from horizontal 

wells. He did not calibrate the model with field data Arigala et al. (1 995) developed a 

model to simulate pressure field inside and outside a landfill equipped with a gas extraction 

system consisting of vertical pipes placed at arbitrary points. 

The usual practice in modeling subsurface contaminant transport is to solve the flow 

equations first and then solve the transport equations using solved flow velocities. This is 

sufficiently accurate for contaminants in water since their concentrations generally do not 

S e c t  flow equations. However, gas migration is dependent on the composition of gas 

mi- and therefore its simulation is similar to modeling mufti phase andlor mdti  

component flow modeling. The result is the need to solve flow and transpoa equations 

iteratively (Mendoza and McAIary, 1990). Bear (1972) and Corapcioglu and Baehr (1987) 

derived equations for rnultiphase, multi-component flow and transport. There are other 

attempts made to develop models to simulate vapor transport in unsaturated zones that are 

important to review. Mendoza (1986) developed Vapour-T model, which is a two- 

dimensional finite element program, designed to simulate flow of gas andlor the transport 

of vapors in the unsaturated zone. It considers both advection and dispersion transport with 



phase partitioning, but developed for only one vapor component. Mendoza and Frind 

(1990) showed that the simulations of laboratory experiments, for which the effects of 

advection are not immediately apparent, show improved results when advection is included. 

Their approach for solving the governing equations is similar to the conventional 

groundwater contaminant modeling. 

Findikakis and Leckie (1979) used an approach that is different from conventional 

hydrogeologic transport models to simulate landfill gas generation and migration. They 

solved this problem by incorporating flow equations into the m p o a  equations. That has 

been done by converting the pressure terms also into concentration terms. They used the 

equation of state for the gases to find a relationship between gas pressure and 

concentrations of individual gases. Findikakis and Leckie (1979) solved these final non- 

linear equations using Newton-Raphson method. Their model simulates one-dimensional 

flow of a mixture of CH,, CO,, and Np 

Metcalfe and Farquhar (1987) developed a model that was similar to Findikakis and Leckie 

(1979) to model CH, migration through soils adjacent to a landfill. El-Fade1 et al. (1996) 

went a step fiuther than Findikakis and Leckie (1979) by incorporating heat generation and 

transport in landfills. Their model incorporates a set of biokinetic equations describing the 

dynamics of microbial landfill ecosystem. El-Fade1 et d.'s (1996) model used three 

interdependent modules, namely gas generation module, gas transport module, and heat 

generation and tramport module. 

2.5.3 Methane Oxidation 

Compared to the CH, sources, the sinks of CH, have not been well identified until very 

recently. The most important sink for atmospheric CH, is its reaction with free hydroxyl 

(OH) radicals (King, 1992; Dubey et al, 1996). Another sink of CH, is the uptake of CH, by 



soils. Microbes in the soil play a major role in the CH, budget of the atmosphere. Although 

much is known about CH, production in natural and man made eco-systems, relatively little 

is known about CH, oxidation. 

The term 'methanotrophs' has been used by the microbiologists to describe those bacteria 

that use CH, as the source of C and energy. Methanotrophs are a subset of a larger group of 

organisms, the 'methylotrophs', having the ability to use compounds other than C02 

containing one or more carbon atoms but no carbon-carbon bonds as the sole carbon source 

for growth. Methanotrophs belong to the gram-negative eubacteria and are strict aerobes 

but survive frequently under reduced 0, tension. Although numerous research works have 

been done on CH, oxidation in wetlands and rice paddies, research at landfills soils are rare. 

Only a few studies to determine the CH, oxidation rates in landfill covers are reported in 

literature. 

Published data show that, methanotrophs can oxidize CH, up to 166.4 gm*'bl (Kightley et 

al, 1997) under favorable conditions. Most of the research is being done with the intention 

of understanding the microbiology and the factors that affect oxidation. This knowledge 

could be used in developing equations that represent the oxidation process. The studies on 

CH, oxidation in soils come under two categories, namely batch experiments and soil 

column experiments. Batch experiments ate important in optimizing oxidation in soil. 

However, soil column or microcosm studies are more relevant in modeling CH, oxidation 

in landfill covers. That is because those studies simulate other physical processes such as 

diffirsion and advection. 

The major factors identified by many researchers are soil moisture content, O2 and CH, 

availability, temperature, nutrients, and soil porosity. Boeckx and Cleemput (1996) found 

that optimum oxidation occurs between the temperatures 25-30 C and at a moisture 

content around 15% for a sandy loam soil. Czepiel et al. (1994) found that CH, oxidation 

rates decreased rapidly to zero when 4 mixing ratios were below 3%. Most of the 



researchers attempted to determine kinetic parameters for soil methanotrophy. Assuming 

Monod kinetics, they determined the maximum rate of CH, oxidation (V,3 and the half 

satwation constant 0. There are wide variations in the values generated by, on the studies 

different researchers. These parameters were determined assuming CH, to be the only 

control. The effect of O2 concentration is not reflected in these values. There is a 

requirement for more research to obtain more information about the oxidation process. The 

kinetic parameters reported in literature are given in the Table 2. 

Table 2.2. Kinetic parameters for CH, oxidation 

However, all these modeling exercises have been done for a large area within or outside the 

Iandfills, under normal conditions. With the introduction of a flux chamber on the d a c e  

of a landfill, or any other contaminated site, the conditions of flow and transport of gases 

locally will change. This work involves modeling such situations to determine the 

perturbations in gas flux measurements. The difference between this specific case and the 

general emission scenarios are the smaller scale in space and time, and the different 

boundary conditions. There have been some attempts to model effects of the flux chambers 

on gas emissions. Moa of them considered N,O and C02 emissions from agricultural soils. 

Some of the previous work is reviewed below. 

k 
195-5847 ppmV 

1 800 -4600 ppmV 

233- 1005 nmol ml*' 

Reference 
m 

Czepiel et al. (1996b) 

Whaien et al. (1990) 

Kightley et al. (1995) 
_I 

v, 
40-2594 nmol h-'g dry soil" 

61 g m-2day-' 

998-2347 nmol.h*'g drysoil*' 



2.5.4 Modeling Gas Migration for Flux Chamber Memurements: Previous Attempts 

There have been a few attempts to quantify the effects of perturbations in gas flux 

measurements when flux chanbers are used. Some of these studies were aimed at 

quantifying the perturbations, but some others used modeling to propose corrections for the 

flux chamber techniques. The fist attempt was by Kanemasu et al. (1974) to illustrate the 

change in flux due to the variation of pressure inside the chamber when air is swept through 

open flu chambers. Although they considered both diffusion and advection, their model 

was one -dimensional and their assumptions were not clearly defined. They demonstrated 

that advection plays a major role due to the pressure drops, or increases, when sweep air is 

pumped out or pumped in, respectively. 

Rolston et al. (1978) proposed a method to correct the decrease in concentration gradient 

with time as N,O gas accumulates inside the chamber. Their correction was based upon the 

steady state diffusion equation. They assumed the concentration at the soil surface was 

equal to the concentration beneath the cover and that the concentration at the shaLlowest 

sampling depth (2 cm in their case) did not change with time. They used the solution as 

given below to determine the soil gaseous diffusion coefficient. The equation they used 

was: 

where D, = 
At 

where, 

F = Gas flw rate (g m-2&') 

D~ = Soil gaseous diffusion coefficient (m's-I) 

C = Gas concentration (g 

V, A = Volume (m3) and area (mt) of the chamber respectively 

L = Depth of soil for which measurements were taken (2 cm) 



t = Time (s) after covering the soil at which the concentration beneath the lid (C,,) was 

measured 

ct = Measured concentration at a depth of 2 cm 

The calculated diffusion coefficient and the measured concentration gradient at time = 0 

were used to calculate the corrected flux. However, measuring the concentration at a depth 

of 2 cm cannot be done accurately. The assumption that it stays constant is also not 

realistic. Therefore, this method is difficult to apply. 

Both linear and non-linear models have been proposed to describe the relationship between 

trace gas concentration and time in closed flux chambers. If the chamber dimensions, 

deployment period, and measurement protocol are suitably matched to the rate of gas 

exchange and site characteristics, a h e a r  model may be adopted, which assumes a constant 

exchange rate over the period of observation. 

In many common applications, such as when working with low exchange rates, or highly 

permeable soils or when the trace gas sources or sinks close to the d a c e ,  analytical 

limitations may preclude using a measurement period sufficiently short that a linear model 

may be considered appropriate. In such situations, a non-linear model of concentration 

change over time should be employed. Matthias et al. (1978) and Hutchinson and Mosier 

(1981) proposed separate non-linear models, each based on the theory of molecular 

diffusion in soils. The iterative approach required by the Matthias et al. (1978) model 

makes it dii~cdt to apply. Hutchinson and Mosier (1981) developed a correction for 

decreasing concentration gradient in the closed chamber method. Considering one- 

dimensional diffusion of gases below a flux chamber, they came up with an equation for the 

flux rate. The solution described by them applies to the special case defined when 

observations over two successive time periods of equal length are available. The solution is 

as follows: 



where, 

F = Gas flux (gm"s") 

C, C,, C2 = Concentrations measured at two successive periods of equal length (gni3) 

V = Chamber volume (m3) 

A = Covered soil area (m2) 

t I = Time interval (s) 

Due to the limited number of observations, the Hutchinson and Mosier (1 98 1) solution is  

highly sensitive to measurement imprecision in the concentration data, although this can be 

partially overcome by using replicate observations at each measurement time. Even the 

non-linear approach does not include provision for objectively testing the predictive 

capability of the model. Livingston and Hutchinson (1995) illustrate an example where, 

despite the appearance of 'reasonable' Linearity (RL = 0.96), the linear model 

underestimated the true exchange rate by 46%. However, the example considers only three 

concentration measurements to find the Linearity. The magnitude of error in actual 

application may vary with each situation. Anthony et al. (1 995) conclude that one of the 

limitations of Hutchinson and Mosier (1981) equation is that it is applicable to only a 

subset of chamber deployments and does not account for meamrement variability. 

According to Anthony et al. (1995), gas exchange across the soil-atmosphere boundary 

depends largely on the difhsivity and concentration gradient of each species between the 

soil surface and subsurface sites of production or consumption. Once a chamber is placed 

on the soil d a c e ,  the gradient of each species in underlying soil continually adjusts to the 

changing concentrations in the chamber headspace. The Linear mode1 is often used to 

approximate the relation between observed concentrations and time, under the assumption 

that for short deployment periods, the rate of change is nearly constant. Adopting a linear 

regression approach offers many advantages, including that it accommodates measurement 



variability and facilitates testing both the model's goodness of fit to the observed 

concentration data and whether each observed exchange rate is significantly different fiom 

zero (Anthony et al., 1995). 

More accurate and in-depth modeling has been done by Matthias et al. (1 978), Jury et al. 

(1982), and Healy et al. (1996). Matthias et al. (1978) and Jury et al. (1982) modeled both 

the open and closed flux chambers and Healy et al. (1996) simulated closed flux chamber 

performance. Matthias et al. (1978) presented a mathematical simulation of N,O flux fiom 

homogeneous soil when using both closed and open flux chambers. Their work involved a 

two-dimensional diffusion model under Cartesian coordinate system. Their results showed 

the closed chamber flux values might be under-estimated by as much as 55%. They showed 

that the smaller chambers (ie.mal1 height) show a more rapid concentration increase and 

thus a more rapid feed back to the soil. Larger closed chambers minimize the non-linearity 

of concentration changes, though detectable concentration changes require longer time 

periods. However, larger volumes may require procedures to ensure uniform mixing within 

the chamber. Finally, they concluded that the use of open chambers might yield better flux 

estimates than closed chambers because of less disturbance to the natural gas concentration 

profile within the soil. Using Cartesian coordinates in place of cylindrical polar coordinates 

introduces some errors. Another Limitation in their method is not considering the pressure 

variations inside the open flux chamber due to sweep air. 

Manhias et al. (1978) examined the effect of closed chamber geometry on soil gas 

exchange rates through the use of a two-dimensional molecular diffusion model. They 

demonstrated that enclosures with a small ratio of volume to basal area (ie.V/A) exhibit 

more rapid concentration increases and thus more rapid feedback to the concentration 

gradient driving molecular &ion across the surface, than with enclosures with large 

ratios. Enclosures uith large VIA ratios dso exhibit a more constant rate of concentration 

change within the enclosed air, but require longer sampling intervals to obtain a detectable 

concentration difference. 



In general, a closed enclosure's VIA ratio should be small enough that a c h g e  in the 

enclosed trace gas concentration could be measured over as shoa a time as logically 

possible, yet large enough to minimize disturbance of the enclosed surface. For example, 

flux measurements on sites with large exchange rates are best served by chambers with 

large V/A ratios and short deployment periods, whereas smaller chambers and longer 

deployments are often more applicable to low-flux sites. Reported VIA ratios differ widely 

between studies, but are typically greater than 15 cm in field studies; overall measurement 

periods are generally in the range of 20-40 minutes. Livingston and Hutchinson (1995) state 

that, whenever possible, measurement periods should be chosen such that the rate of 

concentration change could be assumed constant and, therefore, modeled using Linear 

regression. 

Recently, Hedy et aI. (1996) employed one and three- dimensional models of gas diffusion 

to simulate the problem. Their study involved determining the enors in fluxes introduced 

by using a closed flux chamber. They treated diffusion as the sole mechanism for transport 

of gases within soils. In all model runs, the simulated flux measured by the chamber was 

smaller than the ambient rate of gas exchange between soil and atmosphere in the absence 

of a chamber. Hedy et al. (1996) found that their one-dimensional results indicated under- 

estimations of flux rate in the range of 6.34%. However, three-dimensional results showed 

that the instantaneous measurement errors could be as large as 89%. They tried to 

incorporate air dispersion inside the chamber. All the earlier analyses of chamber 

performance (Matthias et d, 1978; Hutchinson and Mosier, 1981) assumed that the 

chamber headspace was perfectly mixed. Healy et al. (1996) concluded that hear 

regression model of simulated chamber concentration vs. time systematically under- 

estimates true flux rate, primarily due to the rapid rate of decrease in the instantaneous flux 

to the chamber. According to them quadratic and cubic regression, as well as the method of 

Hutchinson and Mosier (1981) offered substantid improvement over the hear estimation 

model, yet they did not completely correct the under-estimation. In addition, they propose 

minimizing duration of measurement, inserting chamber walls into the soil to retard radial 



diffusion, and increasing chamber height to teduce the errors associated with the distortion 

of the concentration gradient. However, Healy et al. (1996) did not apply their model in the 

field. 



CHAPTER TsREE 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY 

An experimental program was designed to evaluate the performance of flux chamber 

technique as a method of gas flux emissions measurement. The experimental program 

consisted of two components: Lysimeter field studies and laboratory studies. 

3.1 Lysimeter Studies 

Lysimeters are used by hydrologists to study infiltration and evaporation of water in soils. 

The same term is used, in solid waste management research too, to describe scaled-down 

controlled landfills (Rovers and Farquhar, 1973). Lysimeters with all the components of a 

landfill (bottom liner, drainage layer and leachate collection system, cover etc.) could be 

used to study many aspects of landfilling under controlled conditions. 

A lysimeter was installed at the University of Calgary premises with the objective of 

studying the applicability of closed flux chamber in the field. With a waste of known 

composition, a uniform cover, and zero lateral migration lysimeter studies have the 

advantage of simplicity, to easily understand the processes occurring in a landfill. Some 

leachate generation studies were also carried out at the same time (Shroff, 1999). 

3. I. 1 Experimental Setup 

The lysimeter was constructed fiom a corrugated steel pipe of 2.4 rn diameter. Length of 

the pipe was 4 m. The Iysheter experimental setup is explained elsewhere (Shroff, 1999). 

Solid waste collected fiom the University of Calgary and the university residences were 

brought to the site. A detailed characterization was carried out before filling the lysimeter. 

The waste fiom the residences was similar to any domestic waste, and University waste 



resembled institutional waste with high amount of paper and packaging. However, 

characterization was done on both types of wastes. 65 1 kg of residence waste and 261 kg of 

University waste were characterized. 

Initial density of the waste was determined using the characterized waste. Initial density 

was found to be 110 kghd with moisture content of 29%. The waste was deposited in the 

lysimeter in layers using a front-end loader. It was compacted by a backhoe attached with a 

vibratory compactor. Thermocouples were installed to monitor the temperature variations 

inside the waste. This was done by attaching thermocouples onto a wooden pole at different 

levels and lowering the pole into the lysimeter. Because of the insufficient length of the 

backhoe arm the waste could not be compacted very we1 closer to the bottom. Subsequent 

layers were compacted well. However, because of this reason and the high content of paper 

and plastics the final density achieved was only 3 15 kg/m3. Typically landfills in North 

America achieve a compaction density of 600-700 k/m3. 

Once the lysimeter was full a layer of native soil was laid on the waste. A layer of clay 

having a thickness of one foot was placed on that and compacted well with a vibratory hand 

compactor. The clay was provided by the Solid Waste Services Department of the City of 

Calgary. Finally another one-foot layer of native soil and a layer of six inches of compost 

were used to cover the area. The top two meters of the lysimeter was insulated to prevent 

fiost penetration into the waste. 

Grain size distributions of the two soils were determined at the University's soils 

laboratory, and the resulted distributions are shown in the Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1 : Grain Size Distribution for Sandy Loam Soil 
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Figure 3.2: Grain Size Distribution for Sandy Clay Loam Soil 



Some of the properties of these two soils are given in Table 3.1 

Table 3. 1: Properties of the soils used for the lysimeter cover 

As per USDA classification, the two soils were identified as sandy loam soil (native soil) 

and sandy clay loam (hydraulic barrier). 

However, during the 1998 summer, after some rain, the waste in lysimeter settled by more 

than six inches, This was cawd to be mainly due to the water absorbence of cover soil. 

The increased weight compressed the waste underneath. M e r  the settlement, the cover had 

to be restored. The whole cover was removed, and to raise the level, more waste was added. 

This h e  it was decided to add more organic waste and add water to the waste to assist gas 

generation. About 400 kg of garden waste and 500 kg of shredded paper were added. Some 

water infiltration studies were carried out while the lysimeter was open and that resulted in 

a fairly saturated waste after the experiments. It was assumed that there should have been 

CH, generation due tethe high organic content of the new waste. 
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Thermocouples were installed in the cover system. In addition, a few moisture probes and a 

few haIf-inch PVC pipes were installed to monitor the moisture and gas concentrations at 

different levels in the soil cover. 

3.1.2.1 Thermocouples and Moisture Probes 

Thermocouples were used to monitor the temperature inside the waste and the soil cover. 

As the atmospheric temperature variations during various seasons were s i ~ c a n t ,  

thermocouples gave important information on the response of the waste and the soil cover 

to ambient conditions. Aerobic and anaerobic processes occurring inside the waste 

generated heat and therefore thermocouples inside the waste provided information about the 

biological activities within the waste. Cole-Parmer 'T' type thermocouples were used for 

monitoring as their measurement range is -250 to 400 OC. They could measure temperatures 

with an accuracy of 0.1% of the 11l scale. 

The soil moisture-temperature meter (Model MC 3008) manufactured by Soil Test 

Corporation could measure soil moisture and temperature by using a themister soil cell 

buried in the soii. It measures temperature and resistance directly tiom the dual scale dial. 

Moisture content is determined by relating resistance readings to a calibration curve (i.e. 

resistance vs. moisture content) for any type of soil. The soil-moisture probes were buried 

in the soil cover at different depths to obtain the temperature and the moisture profile. 

However, they are not suitable for waste, as the themister cells require a good contact with 

the medium to give reliable results. 



3.1 2.2 Flux Chamber 

The flux chamber used in the field experiments was fabricated at the University of Calgary. 

It constitutes of a stainless steel cylinder with a circular Plexiglas sheet as the top. 

Schematic diagram of the chamber is shown the Figure 3 -3. The diameter of the chamber is 

50 crn and the height is 25 cm. 

The chamber was attached with ports to facilitate usage with both LEL meter and the Micro 

GC. When the LEL meter was used, two ports were used. When working with the GC, one 

port was closed and the other one was attached with a swageiok with a Teflon septum. in 

addition to sampling ports, there were two other openings to monitor the pressure and 

temperature inside the chamber. 

+-- Plexiglas Lid 

+a tainless Steel 
Cylinder 

4 
50 cm w 

Figure 3 3 : Dimensions of the Flux Chamber 



3.1.3 Methodology 

Although the objective of the field studies was to assess the applicability of flux chamber 

technique in the fieid, other background information was also gathered. Three PVC pipes 

were inserted into the lysimeter to measure gas concentrations at various depths. Gas 

concentrations provided the variation in concentration of different gases within the waste 

and also provided information on the processes occurring within the waste. Temperatures 

inside the lysimeter also provided similar information. 

CH, and CO, exnissions were measured using the flux chamber. The chamber was driven 

about 2-cm into the soil using the handles. To ensure that there was no short circuiting 

between the gases within the chamber and the atmosphere, the soil near the edge of the 

chamber was compacted well, sometimes adding a small amount of water. Gas 

concentrations inside the chamber were measured at five-minute intervals. This interval 

could be varied depending on the rate of increase in concentration. However, measurements 

were not carried out for more than 30 minutes. 

When the LEL meter was used, gas was allowed to flow through the meter and recirculated 

into the chamber. Therefore two ports were used for this purpose. CO, analyzer was also 

connected to these ports parallel to the LEL meter. This was necessary as these meters 

pumped different gas amounts. Recirculation was necessary because the meters require a 

cumulative flow of 180 d m i n .  With this amount of flow, pressure could have dropped 

drastically affecting the normal gas emissions unless gas was circulated. Simultaneously 

short-circuiting of the flow should have been prevented by separating the inlet and the 

o d e t ,  When the GC was used to measure the concentrations, only one port was used. A 

syringe was used to obtain a sample and it was injected into the GC for analysis. A gas 

sample was taken through a swageIok with a Teflon septum connected to the poh  Ody 2 

ml of gas sample was extracted to minimize the pressure drop inside the chamber. Before 



taking the sample few syringe-volumes were taken and injected back for proper mixing. 

Pressure and the temperature variations were also monitored during the flux chamber 

measurements, 

A glass-alcohol thermometer was used to measure temperature. Its range is -20 to 120 OC 

with the smallest graduation of 1' C. Pressure was measured using a micro manometer 

(inclined manometer type). Literahue indicates (Reinhart et al, 1992) that pressure 

increased inside the chambers up to 0.04 inches of water (10 Pa). The inclined manometer 

(Model Mark I1 41-2) measures pressure up to 2.4 inches of water with minor gradations of 

0.02 inches W.C. The accuracy of the instrument is f 3% fU range. 

Figure 3.4: The flux chamber being used on the lysimaer 



32 Laboratory Experiments 

Main objective of the laboratory experiments was to determine the accuracy of the closed 

flux chamber technique under different flow rates using chambers of different sizes. Steady 

state gas concentration profiIes were also monitored. 

3*2* I Experimental Setup 

In addition to field experiments, laboratory experiments were also conducted under 

controlled conditions. A soil cell was constructed using a 35-gallon barrel fUed with soil. It 

was designed to allow controlled amount of gas to be fed from the bottom of the barrel. 

This was achieved by using a perforated pipe kept closer to the bottom. It was desired to get 

a uniform gas flow throughout the cylinder. The perforated pipe was bent into a circle of 

diameter 25-cm so that equal distribution of flow was anticipated. This objective was 

further ensured by puning a layer of gravel at the bottom. A fine mesh (sieve size 30) was 

kept on the gravel and soil was laid on lop of that. The same soil used in the Iysimeter cover 

(sandy loam soil) was used. Difference in pore sizes, therefore the contrast in permeabilities 

between soil and gravel cause the gases to diffuse in gravel and flow uniformly through the 

soil. The soil was laid in three layers and it was compacted with a hammer used for 

modified Proctor compaction t e n  The same compaction effort was needed to ensure 

similar densities in all three layea. 
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Figure 3 -5:  Laboratory experimental setup 

Only Cot was used as the test gas. Ultra high purity COt cylinder (supplied by Praxair) 

with 800 psi pressure was used as feed gas. The gas was passed through a single stage 

reguIator and a flow meter. Cole-Parmer 65 mm direct reading flow meter with a range of 

0-100 rnl/min of air was used (accuracy is +5% hff scale). After the flow meter, gas was 

sent through Tygonm tubins to the bottom of the cylinder. lust before entering the cylinder, 

a pressure gauge was connected to measure the gas pressure inside the barrel using a 'Y' 

connector. The pressure gauge (Cole -Parmer) has a range of 0-15 inches of water (0 - 4 



kPa) and its accuracy is S% of the M range. It measures low gauge pressures using a 

phosphor bronze diaphragm. 

Three 3/8-inch nylon pipes were installed in the soil. They were used to obtain gas samples 

from different depths in the soil cell. The depths of the pipes were 16.5,36, and 54 cm. The 

bottom of the pipes were perforated up to a height of one and a half inch and a fine steel 

mesh was wrapped around them to prevent soil particles entering the pipes. These pipes 

attached with swagelok fittings were used to measure the gas concentrations at three 

different levels. Three moisture probes with five feet long lead wires were also installed at 

three levels in the soil to monitor moisture content and the temperature. Pressure inside the 

chamber was measured using the inclined micro manometer. 

The laboratory experiments were carried out with two objectives: 

To evaluate the accuracy of closed flux chamber technique with different flux 

rates and different chambers 

To generate data for calibration of a model that can simulate gas migration in 

soiIs adjacent to a flux chamber 

Both the objectives were accomplished using the same data sets. For the second objective, 

two types of data were collected, as the model consisted of two modules, namely steady 

state and transient cases. In the steady state, the gas flow was assumed to be one- 

dimensional. Therefore, gas concentrations were measured at various depths using nylon 

pipes inserted into the soil. Two milliliters of gas were taken into a syringe and analyzed 

using the Micro GC. Before taking the sample, gas was taken into the syringe and injected 

back several times to make sure a homogenized gas mixture was available for sampling. A 

maximum of 2 ml was taken to prevent any vacuum in the soil adjacent to the samphg 

point 



Flux chambers were used to generate transient case data. As the flux chamber used in the 

lysimeter studies was too large for the laboratory experiments, three smaller chambers were 

designed for this purpose. The largest one was with a 25cm diameter and 16.5 cm height 

and the smallest with a volume of 400 mi having a height of 5 cm, the medium size 

chamber was of 20 cm diameter and 12 cm height. 

The laboratory set-up was used as a soil cell to be used with the flux chamber. The chamber 

was kept on the soil cell at the exact centre of the cell, to ensure &symmetry. After the 

chamber was placed, the soil around the edge was pressed to achieve a good seal. Water 

was not used to make the seal tight, as it could have affected the gas flow near the chamber. 

Concentrations of gas components inside the chamber were monitored with time to develop 

the concentration vs. time graph. 

Different options could be tested with the soil cell. Experiments could be conducted to 

generate data by varying the moisture content and gas flow rate, sending different gases, 

and using different soils. However, due to the time constraints and for purpose of simplicity 

at the preliminary stages, only CO, was used at a constant moisture content in sandy loam 

soil. For calibration purposes, experiments were conducted at different gas flow rates. The 

data generated consisted of gas concentrations at different depths of the soil column and the 

gas concentrations inside the chamber at different time intervals. In the calibration process 

of  the model, these data were compared with the model results. 

3 3  Analytical Methods 

In the field and laboratory experiments, gas concentrations had to be measured with a high 

accuracy. Three types of equipment were used depending on the application. A portable 

micro gas chromatograph (GC), LEL (Lower Explosive Levei) meter, and a C 4  analyzer 

were used to measure various gases. 



3.3.1 Gas Ch ramaiograplr 

Model HP P 200 is a completely self-contained miniatmized gas chromatograph (GC) 

designed specifically for fast accurate analysis. The model contains two GC modules, an 

internal camer gas cylinder, and a rechargeable battery pack. A single module consists of a 

micro-machined injection system, a micro-bore analytical and reference column, and a 

micro-machined solid state detector combined together. This is specifically made for 

portable use. 

02, Nz, and CH, are separated in a molecular sieve column and CO, and CH, are separated 

in a PoraPlot column. The detector is a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The detectors 

could be set to three different sensitivities, low medium and high. Helium (He) is used as 

the carrier gas for this study. 

3 e 3 e 2  LEL fileter 

Most of the initial CH, gas measurements were undertaken using a gas analyzer, G.M.I. 

Landsurveyor-I portable LEI, (Lower Exposure Level) meter. It is capable of measuring 

methane concentrations as low as 50ppm. The LEL meter has three measuring ranges. They 

are, 0-100% volume CH4, 0-25% oxygen, and 0-100% LU. (Lower Expowe Level). 

Methane percentage is measured by a thermal conductivity sensor. Oxygen is measured by 

an electrochemical sensor. A catalyst reaction is utilized to measure the percentage LEL. 

Accuracy of the measurement is usually in the 2.3% range. 



3.3.3 CO, Analyzer 

CO, was measured using an EGM2 - C02 analyzer. It uses a nonedispersive inbred 

analyzer to measure CO,. Measurement range is 0 - 50000 ppm by volume. The precision 

of the meter was 0.5% of fdl scale. This meter was used to measure CO2 concentrations 

inside the flux chamber. It was not suitable for gas concentration measurements within the 

lysimeter as it could ody measure up to 5% C 4  by volume. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

EXPER)[MENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Lysimeter Results 

4.1.1 Gas concentrations within the Wmte 

Gas samples were collected from the PVC pipe inserted into the waste and analyzed for 

various gases. Only CH, and O2 were measured initially, as only the LEL meter was 

available at the beginning of the experiments. However, not much CH, was detected 

throughout the duration. That was anticipated, as initial stage of a landfill is aerobic. Low 

0, indicated the presence of significant amounts of COP The COz analyzer could measure 

up to 5 % of CO,. Therefore, it could not provide much information on COz concentrations. 

To solve this problem, gas samples were taken to the Chemical E n g k e e ~ g  laboratory and 

analyzed with a GC fiom time to time. The Figure 4.1 shows the variation of CH, and O2 

concentrations against time. Due to the non-continuous nature of the C02  concentration 

measurements, these readings are given in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 : Concentrations of CH4, CO,, and O1 inside the lysirneter 

Date 

10/05/1997 

10/3 111 997 
" 

1 1/28/1997 

12/05/1997 

10/20/ 1 99 8 

1 1/06/1998 

OUOU1999 

02/08/1999 

CO, Concentration 

(%) 

3.17 

1.23 

9.76 

13 -63 

5.0 

1.08 

6.92 

6.3 8 

CH, Concentration 

(%) 

2.1 

0.2 

1.1 

0.6 

0.8 

0.03 1 

- 

- 

O2 Concentration 

(%) 

16.9 

18.7 

12.7 

6.78 

16.5 

21.5 

15.45 

15-91 
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Figure 4.1 : Concentrations of CH, and O2 within the waste against time 

At dl times (except on two occasions), O2 concentration within the top layer of the waste 

was above 5 %. This indicated the penetration of 4 through the soil cover. Cracks due to 

the senlement of the cover also contributed for this 4 penetration. Presence of O1 within 

the waste implies that anaerobic conditions were not prevailing at least in the top layer of 

waste. On the other hand, that gives rise to a conclusion that CH, oxidation could have 

occurred even within the top layer of the waste. 

Low concentrations of CH, and CO, indicate insignificant amount of biological activity 

inside the Lysimeter. Temperature variations inside the lysimeter mppoa that conclusion. 

As shown in the Figure 4.2 temperature inside the lysimeter follows the trends in the 

atmospheric temperature. As soon as the lysimeter was covered, the temperature inside shot 

up to 55 OC, However, during the winter, temperatures dipped down very fast And it did 

not reach those high temperatures subsequently. Although the top portion of the Iysimeter 

was insulated well to prevent fkost penetration, the lower portion was without any 

insulation, That might have caused a loss of heat from lysimeter and it was apparent that the 



biological activity could not have sustained due to heat loss. When the temperature goes 

down, microbes become less active. Another possible reason was unopened bags. Due to 

the nahne of the compaction effort, it is possible that there were quite a few garbage bags 

containing organic matter, which did not open during the compaction. Lack of sufficient 

waste moisture also could have caused lower biological activity. The soil cover was 

constructed immediately after filling the lysimeter. Clay layer in the cover further reduced 

any rain water i dha t ion  into the waste. Therefore, only initial moisture was available to 

facilitate CH, generation. It is important to note that there was no leachate production 

initially (Shroff, 1999). 

Although it was expected that there would be CH, emissions after adding more organic 

waste in the summer of 1998, CH, production was very low. Although there was an 

increase in CH, concentration as shown in Figure 4.1 and a temperature increase (mainly 

due to atmospheric conditions) as shown in Figure 4.2, it was not sustained. This low 

activity was reflected in the gas flux and concentration measurements. The organic content 

inside the lysimeter had increased with the introduction of new waste. The pH of the 

leachate was measured to be closer to seven, therefore the hypothesis that the inhibition of 

methanogens due to low pH was also rejected. There were some emissions of CO,, mainly 

due to aerobic microbial activity and possible CH, oxidation in the top layers of the cover 

soil* 
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Figure 4.2: Temperature variation inside the lysimeter (after Shroff, 1999) 

4-1.2 Fim Chamber M;easurements 

Flux chamber was used to monitor the gas flux rates emitted fmm waste inside the 

lysimeter. As explained earlier, CH, concentrations within the waste were very smd, and 

the CH, fI ux rates were dso negligible. Although the original objective was to measure CH, 

gas emissions, only CO, emissions couId be measured. 

Figure 4.3 shows the C 4  gas emission rates measured within first few months after adding 

more waste to the Iysimeter and redoing the cover. IhitlaIIy it shows high fluxes due to 

higher activity. That was because adding more organic wastes as weU as water. With time it 

was reduced to 3-4 gai2.day-'. 



Date 

Figure 4.3 : Variation of CO, emission rate fkom the lysimeter 

4.1.3 Factors affecting  measurements 

Gas generation rate within the IandfiIls affects the emission rates. Depending on the 

consumption and the age of the waste, gas flux rates vary. Another factor influencing gas 

emission rates is CH, oxidation. The conditions of the soil also contribute for gas emission 

rates. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show gas flux rates variation fiom 73 to 25 g.ni2.day" 

within 3 days. The reason was a raidid1 event occurred on September 22, 1998. This 

variation is c a w d  by rainwater saturation of the soil after the rainf'all event, which eventually 

decreases gas permeability. In addition to that observation it is clearly visiie that the rate of 

change of C 4  concentration inside the chamber reduced with time in both the cases. 

However, this decrease in rate was higher in Figure 4.5 because the flux is smaller in that 

case. 
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Figure 4.4: C02 Concentration variation inside the chamber - Sept. 20, 1998 
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Figure 4.5: CO, Concentration variation inside the chamber - Sept 23, 1998 



4.2 Laboratory Experiments 

4.2.1 Steady State Concentrations 

Steady state CO, concentration profiles in the soil column under three different flux rates 

are given in the Figure 4.6. Non-Lineariv of the graphs emphasizes the inadequacy of 

explaining the gas migration in soils with only dispersion. In addition, it shows the 

difficulty of determining flux rates from the measured gas concentration gradient in the 

soils (see section 2.4.3). 

Depth (rn) 

Figure 4.6: Steady state CC& gas concentration profile under different flow rates 

4.2.2 Flux Chamber Measurements 

The monitored CO, concentrations inside the chamber under different gas flow rates for 

small, medium, and large size flux chambers, are show in Figures 4.4,4.5 and 4.6, 

respectively. The graphs cleariy demonstrate the non-linearity of the rate of change of 

concentrations with the increase in flux rate. In addition, these figures show the effect of 



chamber height on the flux rate calculation. With increase of chamber height, linearity of 

the rate of change of COz concentration increases. 

Time (min) 

Figure 4.7: COI concentrations inside the small chamber 
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Figure 4.8: CO, concentration inside the medium size chamber 



Time (min) 

Figure 4.9: C 0 2  concentrations inside the large chamber 

These graphs suggest that measuring gas concentrations within first five minutes is 

sufficient to determine the flux rates because the linear portion of the graph occurs during 

this period. However, this is probably due to relatively higher gas flow rates used in the 

experiments. 

4.2.3 Error Percentages in Chamber Measurements 

Percentages of the flu rates determined by the closed flux chamber are presented in the 

Table 4.2. Flux rates were calculated using two methods. In the first option, gradient of the 

graph, C 4  concentration inside the chamber versus time was determined by fitting a 

straight line to the first three observations (within first 5 minutes). The second option uses 

fitting a quadratic curve to the measured points and then obtaining the slope of the function 

at time = 0. In both methods, the correiation coefficient was above 0.98. Both methods gave 

similar results. Table 4.3 shows the effect of chamber height on accuracy of flux estimation. 

Taller chambers give more accurate results, as the impact of gas accumulation within the 



chamber is the least in that case. However, with the increase of flux rate, the estimations 

become less accurate. The small chamber showed an error of about 70%. It was an extreme 

situation because the height of the chamber was very small (4 cm). Medium size and the 

large size chambers gave reIatively satisfactory results. It was apparent with the proper 

selection of chamber height, more than 90% of the flux could be measured using a closed 

flux chamber. 

Table 4.2: Flow rates measured by the flux chambers 

Chamber . 
Small Chamber 

L 

Medium 

Large 
398 70 -6 69 

& 

CO, Flow Rate 
(g. mJ.day") 

99 
199 
398 
99 
199 
199 

% of the estimated flux 
Linear fit 
34.5 
36 

29.3 
80.6 
74.9 
85.1 

Quadratic fit 
34.3 
39.4 
28.9 
86.3 
78.5 
93 



CHAPTER FlVE 

TREORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

5.1 Derivation of Equations 

Landfill cover systems are usually layered structures, with different layers to serve different 

purposes. For simplicity it is assumed here that a landfilI cover consists of a single layer of 

soil. Gas migration in the soil cover is modeled assuming soil is a continuum. Soil cover 

adjacent to the flux chamber is considered for modeling. As the chambers are cylindrical, 

perturbations in the soil atmosphere are radial. Therefore, the modeling is done using a 

cylindrical polar co-ordinate system. However, it can still be simplified to an axisymmetric 

case assuming the soil properties are isotropic on the horizontal plane. Gas migration under 

a closed chamber is shown in Figure 5.1. 

T T T T T T T T T T T T  
waste Layer 

Figure 5.1 : Gas flow adjacent to a ff ux chamber 



5.1.1 Derivation of Drferentiai Equations 

Consider a point P (2, r, 8) surrounded by an element of 62,6ry and making an angle 68 at 

the axis of the flux chamber (As shown in Figure 5.2). Here r is the horizontal radial 

direction and z is in the vertically downward direction. 

Figure 5.2: An element of soil 

The general flow domain in a landfill cover is essentially multi-phase and multi-component 

consisting of a water phase and a gas phase with different gas components. However, 

objective of this model is to simulate gas migration within the landfill cover for a shoa time 

period (Iess than a haEhour). Therefore, water migration is neglected. Howevery effect of 

water in the pores is considered in gas porosity and gas permeabilities. Gas permeability is 

determined using relative permeability to account for the degree of saturation (Fredlund and 

Rahardjo, 1992). Therefore, this problem is simplified to an unsatmated, multi-component, 

single-phase (i.e. gas phase) transport problem. 



Considering conservation of mass of component k in the gas phase; 

Accurndation = M o w  - Outflow + Reactions 

where, 

ct = Concentration of gas component k (mo1.m") 

d = Air porosity 

% = Flow rate of the gas in s direction; s = z, r (rn~l.rn-~.s-') 

r = Radial distance to the point (m) 

R = Reaction term (rno~.m-~.s*') 

SV = Volume of the infinitesimal element (m3) 

But is due to advection and dispersion; 

4, ..................... X k  .......................................... = v,ck - D - .. a~ 

where; 

D = Coefficient of Dispersion (m2.s") 

Vs = Gas velocity in s direction; s = 2, r (m.s*') 



Substituting q, in equation 5.2; 

Gas velocities can be determined using Darcy's law; 

where; 

k, = Intrinsic permeability in r or z direction (m') 

, = Relative permeability 

P = Gas viscosity (Pa.s) 

P ' = Total potential (Pa) 

Total potential is given as follows (in units of pressure, Pa): 

where; 

= Total potential (energy) 

= Elevation of the reference datum 

= Density of air 

However, only pressure head and elevation head are considered in the Equation 5.6 due to 

the fact that the velocity head is negligible because of low gas velocities. 

Viscosity of the gas mixture can be expressed as a kc t ion  of the viscosities of the 

individual gases by (Reid et d., 1987); 



which 

where, 

Yk = Molar fraction of the component k (moVmol) 

Mk = Molecular weight of the component k 

Clk = Viscosity of the component k (Pa.s) 

Equation 5.4 has two variables, concentration and velocity (or pressure when Darcy's law is 

used). Therefore, it cannot be solved directly. However, in gases, pressures can be derived 

from concentrations using the equation of state for gases. Considering all the partial 

pressures of component gases in the soil atmosphere, the total pressure could be given as 

the sum of the partial pressures. 

The equation of state for gases is given by; 

Pkv = nkRT ...................................................................................................... (5.8) 

where, 

pic = Partial pressure of gas component k (Pa) 

4 = No. of  moles of gas k (mol) 

R = Universal gas constant ( ~ a r n ~ r n o ~ ' ~ ' )  

T = Absolute temperature (K) 



Arranging the tenns, it is possible to write for a component gas i; 

Pk = c,@T 

Now, the total pressure can be obtained fiom; 

P = RT (ClfC2fC3fCd) ....................................................................... (5.9) 

where, 

R = Universal gas constant (Pa.K1 .m3 .rnoTt) 

T = Absolute temperature (K) 

C,, C2, C3, C1 = Concentrations of gas components CH,, COZY 0, and N?, respectively 

(mo 1 .m4) 

The dispersion coefficient of an individual gas is calculated in a manner similar to the 

hydrodynamic dispersion in groundwater modeling. Hydrodynamic dispersion consists of 

molecular f i s i o n  and mechanical dispersion. According to Bear (1972) mechanical 

dispersion is due to variation of local velocity, both in magnitude and direction, along the 

tortuous flow paths and between adjacent flow paths as a result of velocity distriiution 

within each pore. Therefore; 

where, 
D = Dispersion coefficient (m's*') 

D9 = Molecular diffusion (m's") 

a = Dispersivity (m) 

The gas diffusion coefficient in porous media is not easy to determine. However, values for 

atmospheric diffusion codd be used with a modification for porosity and tortuosity. Among 

many available empirical reIations hips between diffusion coefficients in atmosphere and 

porous media, Millington and Quirks's (1961) equation is the most popular (Mendoza and 



Frind, I 990, American Society of Agronomy, 198 6). Dispersivity in mechanical dispersion 

is a scale dependent parameter. Values for a used in previous numerical modeling studies 

range &om 0.0 1 to 1.0 rn (Mendoza and Frind, 1990). 

The reaction term R is due to CH, oxidation in the soil by methanotrophic bacteria 

Biological reactions are difficult to represent by equations. There are many factors affecting 

methane oxidation; for example, moisture content, 4 concentration, CH, concentration, 

temperature etc. However, Monod kinetics is generally used for this purpose. To account 

for the dependence of the reaction rate on concentrations of both CH, and 0, a modified 

version of Monod kinetics is used (Cherry and Thompson, 1997); 

where, 

vm = Specific growth rate (s".(mol. of CH,/kg of microbial mass)) 

yi = Half saturation constant for CH, or 0, (mourn3) 

X = Dry weight of biomass (kg of microbial mass/m3) 

R in Equation 5.11 is the reaction rate for methane. It is the oxidation rate for CH, as well 

as the generation rate for COP Under steady state of oxidation (i.e. maintenance kinetics) 

cell growth is assumed to be zero. Consideling the stoichiometry of methane oxidation. 

CH, +20, = CO, +2H20 

According to the equation, for every mole of CH, that is oxidized, two moles of O2 are 

consumed and one moIe of CO, is generated Therefore the rate of oxygen consumption is 

twice that of CH4, and the rate of C 4  generation is equal to that of CH, oxidized. 



The governing Equation 5.4 could be firitten for all gases. Reaction term should be given as 

per stoicheometric reaction rates. Therefore the equations are hc t ions  of only 

concentrations. However, the equations become coupled and non-linear due to the velocity 

terns. 

5.2 Model to Simulate Labontory Experiments 

Developing a model to solve the complete equation given in Equation 5.4 is complex and 

time consuming. In addition the reaction kinetics involved with CE& oxidation is not well 

understood. Monod parameters change with the soil depth, moisture content, temperature, 

and the historical gas concentrations the microbes are exposed to (Czepiel et id., 1996). 

Because of these facton, it was decided to develop the model without considering the 

reaction fonn. Therefore C02 was selected for the study. However, all the other physical 

processes encountered in landfill setting were simulated in the model. The omission of the 

reaction term is not a hindrance, as it is still possible to investigate the performance of the 

flux chambers under the influence of advection and dispersion. 

When COz is used, the reaction term of the governing equation vanishes, as weil as the 

system consists of only two gases. All the other gases except CO, can be collectively 

considered as a single gas component. For convenience, this component is called 'air'. This 

makes the equations simple and only two equations are required to represent the system. 

The main equation is given as: 

Here k represents C 4  or air. This equation can be written for both C 4  and air. 



53 Finite Difference Equations 

A finite difference method is used to solve these equations numerically. The methodology 

is discussed in the next chapter. 

The derivatives were determined using central difference. Pressures were taken explicitly to 

linearize the equations. Finite difference equation for a component gas is given below. The 

same equation is applicable to aIl the gases with appropriate parameter values. 

5.3. I Equations for Transient Case 

From the Equation 5.14, let v, = u and v, = v 

Consider the finite difference approach; 



L 

where 

n represents the time and i and j represent spatial coordinates (r and z directions 

respectively) 

hri and 4 represent mesh size of ih column and jth row respectively 

o - Temporal weighting factor 

Different o values give Merent finite difference schemes. Outcome of a, = 0 is a M y  

explicit scheme. Fully implicit finite difference scheme is generated with o = I. I f  its value 

is 0.5 it gives the Crank-Nicholson scheme. Although Crank-Nicholson method is preferred 

due to its higher accuracy and stability, implicit scheme was used to reduce the amount of 

calculations. Implicit scheme is also stable. 



C,,,, is determined fiom a weighting function. The general equation is given by; 

Ci,j+ln = (1 - a)Ci+, + ~YC,.,+~ ....................................................... (5.15) 

where, a is the spatial weighting factor 

The most obvious choice of a is 0.5; the resulting formulation is referred to as the central 

weighting scheme. With the central weighting scheme, the finite difference approximation 

of the advection term is accurate to the second order (Zheng and Bennett, 1995). However, 

the central weighting scheme tends to create artificial oscillations. An alternative spatial 

weighting scheme, upstream or upwind scheme, is frequently used to solve similar problem. 

Upstream weighting can be expressed as follows: 

However, central weighting was used because its accuracy is higher than upstream 

weighting scheme. Then the finite difference equation becomes; 

I (C!I+I + c:-;) ) -- + , + ; ) - - 2 .  I., ADR 
I 

--[Y,, ,+~~ ADZ (c;;tt + c:;[)- v ~ , ~ - ~ ~  (c;:;' + c;;!~)] 

4+,,2., + ( - ; ) - Di-,, (c;[ -ctt+[ ) 
Ari * ADR Arid, * ADR i-1.j 

Di.i+Vz (c!l+[ - cr!ll ) - Di,j-l/z ..................... + (c;:;l - c;l;l,) ,, *,, ,+I * ADZ 



where, 

ADR 

ADR 

This is a finite difference equation of five variables. When aU the equations are assembled, 

a penta-diagonal matrix is resulted. However, by using Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) 

method, the matrices were simplified to tri-diagonal form. In AD1 scheme, the equations are 

solved in two steps first solving in vertical direction and next in radial direction. 

Finally, the form of equations in both directions is as follows; 

In z-direction: 

+-- 2 * ' i jcUZ - * ~ . J - I / ?  4 ]c;;;,/2 
ADZ ADZ k j  * A D Z  Az,-, * A D Z  At 

+ 
ADZ Azj * A D Z  



in the r-direction: 

4 . j  ~i-1 /2 . ,  2 * D j - v ~ j  +- + c,:-f, 
r*ADR rlDR &,-[*ADR 

I +(-- u .  . -- ui+y?. , U i - u ~  2 * 'i+,, +-- - 
r '" ADR ADR Ari*ADR Ari- ,*ADR & 

Q e j  ui+i/~ 2 * Di+l/z -- + 
I ( - r * d D R  ADR & * A D R  c;: 

Vi. ,-1/2 + * ' i . j- l /2 ~ ! t r l , z  

ADZ Azj-, * ADZ 1 t.j-1 

V i . l + ~ 2  V i  J-V' * D;.J+1/2 --+-- - 2 * DL,-,2 
ADZ ADZ Azj*ADZ LY,-~*ADZ At 

+ ........*.............*..*.....*.....*...*.-...*....*.. 
ADZ kj * A D Z  

5.3.2 Boundary Conditions 

Finite difference implementation of boundary conditions is discussed in this section. The 

boundary conditions are given for one gas to avoid repetition of the same equation. The 

equations are simitar for ail the gas components unless otherwise stated. Let the number of 

grid points in the flow domain be M and N, in the directions r and z, respectively. Because 

left, right and bottom boundaries have Newmanu and mixed boundary conditions, 

additional imaginary grid points are required. Therefore, the rinal number of grid points 

will be (M+2) x (N+i). Let the number of grid points inside the chamber be MI. The 

boundary conditions are shown in the Figure 5.3. The foIIowing boundary conditions are 

the same for both the gases, CO, and air, except at the bottom boundary. 
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Figure 5.3: Boundary conditions for the model 
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This boundary condition will be common for both transient and steady state cases. 
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Inside the chamber, gas concentrations are transient as gases accumulate with time. 

Therefore, this boundary condition is a time dependent one. This is calculated by 



considering advective and diffusive flow into the chamber until a particular time. The flow 

is considered quasi-steady for this calculation. 

Ck.==O,t=r = 'k.urnt 

[Jqk. d4.dt ........................................................ 
; ~ R ' H  

(5 -20) 

where, 

4i = Gas flux for component k (rn0l.m-Is-') 

R = Radius o f  the chamber (m) 

H = Height of the chamber (m) 

Finite dzerence form of this can be written as: 

where, i = 2, MI 

5.3.2.2 Left Boundary 

CentraI axis of the chamber is characterized by the left boundary of the domain. Due to the 

symmetry, concentration gradient at this point should be zero. 

.- C, = C, at any time 

where j= 1,NtI 



5.3.2.3 Right Boundary 

Right boundary is selected in such a manner there is no perturbation due to the chamber at 

that point. Then this boundary also could be defined as a zero concentration gradient. 

where L - distance to the right boundary Eom the chamber centre (m) 

:. CbkIj = Cw at any time 

where j = 1, N+I 

5.3 2.4 Bottom Boundary 

The bottom of the soil cover is in contact with the waste layer. Therefore, this boundary 

condition should characterize the gas generation of the waste layer. To incorporate this fact 

the bottom boundary condition is given as a gas flu. The advective and diffusive flux at 

the bottom is set for constant values. In a landfill setting, fluxes for CH, and C02 are 

specified and fl wes for O2 and N, are set for zero. 

Here, Q,,, is the gas flux rate at the bottom boundary. It will be a negative vaIue 

(molmC".s") for CO, and 0.0 for air component 



5.3.3 Initial Conditions 

As this is a transient case, initial conditions are required. Initial condition is the 

concentrations at the steady state. Therefore, these concentrations are derived from steady 

state modeling. Assuming there is no spatial heterogeneity, the steady state is modeled as a 

one-dimensional situation. The top and the bottom boundaries are similar to the three- 

dimensional case outside the chamber. The governing equation for steady state is derived 

&om Equation 5.4. It is the one-dimensional gas migration equation in z direction. 

Removing the terms in radial direction, 

Similar equations could be written for all four gases and solved. 

Finite difference equations for steady state could be derived fiom Equation 5.19. Here, the 

solution is derived tiom a transient 1-D model when there is a negligible difference 

between concentrations in two consecutive time steps. For higher accuracy Crank- 

Nicholson scheme was used in the steady state solution. 

The steady state equation is as follows: 

Vi-l/t 4-112 ) c;:; + [ - vj+~/2 + ,-I/? - D,+1/2 - i- 
2 ' ADZ &,-, * ADZ 2*ADZ 2*ilDZ &,*ADZ &,-,*ADZ At 

vj+t/z + %+I/. )cZ = -( ''-0 + ~ , - p  

+ ( - 2 * M Z  k,*Am 2 * ADZ kj-, * ADZ 1 c;-[ 



CHAPTER SIX 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

6.1 Conceptual Model 

One of the first steps in developing a model to simulate gas migration in a landfill is to 

define the boundaries in such a manner that a l l  the perturbations in the environment due to 

the processes involved are adequately considered. The major difficulty in this regard is the 

heterogeneity of various parameters involved. Although physical processes are well 

established, biological reactions are yet to be satisfactorily understood and modeled. Waste 

is heterogeneous, which makes its modeling very complex. Some researchers (Findikakis 

and Leckie, 1979; El-Fadel et al, 1996) have modeled the whole landfill, including the 

waste layer as well as the cover system. However, for simplicity, the model presented here 

considers only the soil cover. Avoiding the waste layer for modeling is advantageous for 

two reasons. First, it helps to avoid modeling highly heterogeneous waste layer. Second, it 

prevents considering the very complex gas generation process in the model. Due to many 

parameters involved in gas generation, there is no acceptable equation to represent this 

phenomenon. As the permeability of the cover is a few orders of magnitude lower than that 

of the waste layer below, it is realistic to assume that gas accumulates below the cover and 

enters it uniformly. Hence, it is possible to represent the gas generation with a constant gas 

flux at the bottom of the cover. On the other hand, as the time involved does not exceed 30 

minutes the perturbations occurring in the waste due to the application of a flux chamber is 

minimal. This further justifies not considering the waste layer. The lateral boundaries of the 

mode1 should be considered at a su£ficient distance to capture al l  the perturbations in the 

vicinity of the chamber. 



6.2 Finite Difference Approach 

The partial differential equations governing the gas transport through IandfiU covers are 

continuous in space and time. In the finite difference approach, instead of trying to find a 

continuous and sufficiently smooth function which satisfies the governing equation, 

approximate values of the solution are sought on a Wte  set of discrete points (Ames, 

1992). The partial differential equations are replaced by a set of algebraic equations related 

to the values of the variable (i.e. concentrations in this situation) for all points. These 

equations are called £kite difference equations and the differential equations are then 

reduced to an algebraic problem. 

Finite difference method was utilized in this model to discretize the flow domain and solve 

for concentrations. As the flow domain is of a regular shape, finite difference method was 

suitable for this purpose. Finite difference method uses two different approaches for grid 

construction. They are block centered and mesh centered grid systems (Anderson and 

Woessner, 1992). In the block-centered method, grid blocks are defined first and points are 

assigned at the centers of the blocks. Therefore, points do not fall on the boundaries. The 

mesh centered method distributes points in the domain and then defines blocks by centering 

these points. [n this method, grid points are placed along the boundaries too. This model 

uses mesh centered grid system. Therefore, boundary conditions could be defined more 

realistically. 

As the flux chamber is cylindrical, the effect on the gas migration is assumed to be 

axiqmmetric. in other words, variables change in the same way radially in the horizontaf 

plane. By considering axkymmetric case, the three-dimensional effects codd be simulated. 

Therefore, the domain is discretized o d y  in vertical and radial direction. Variable size grid 

system is preferred to represent the physics properly and for efficiency of the solution. It is 

desirabfe to have finer grids where there are large variations or Iarge gradients occur. In the 



radial direction, smaller grids were used closer to the chamber wall as there is a significant 

difference in concentrations at the two sides of the wall. The top layer of the domain is 

represented better using a thin layer. However, very small time steps determined by 

stability constraints prevented using smaller grids, and therefore variable grids were not 

used. Both the vertical and radial directions were discretized with 2 cm grids. 

Waste 

Figure 6.1 : Variable and equal size grid system 

63 Solution Scheme 

The finite difference equations were derived in Chapter 5. The complete equations are 

essentially non-hear and coupled. These equations can be solved only by noa-hear 

methods such as Newton-Raphson method (Chapra a .  Canafe, 1998). However, they are 

Iocally convergent, and therefore a good estimation of the solution is required as the initid 

input For simplification, the equations were linearized taking pressures explicitly. AU the 



other parameters that depend on gas concentrations (e.g. permeability, dispersion 

coefficient etc.) were also determined explicitly. This approach was advantageous because 

the finite difference equations become de-coupled. A separate set of equations was 

generated for each gas component in the system. Therefore, equations for each gas 

component could be solved independently. 

However, finite difference equations for each gas depend on coordinates z and r, and time t. 

Resulting coefficient matrix is a penta-diagonal one, which unfortunately involves a great 

amount of floating point operations for the solution. Therefore, these equations were W e r  

reduced by considering the Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) technique. 

6.3. I AD1 method 

Two-dimensional problems could be solved by introducing AD1 methods that are two-step 

methods involving the solution of tri-diagonal sets of equations along each direction (ie. z 

and r directions in this case) at the first and second steps (Mitchell and G f i t h s ,  1980). 

These steps could be represented as follows: 

This scheme is represented graphically in Figure 6.1 (From Huyakom and Pinder, 1983). 

The known values are given as hollow dots and the vaiues from the next time step are given 

as solid dots. During each row or column calculation, a tri-diagonal matrix is generated. 

This ai-diagonal scheme could be solved efficiently by using the Thomas algorithm which 

is discussed below. 



Step 1 
(i, j-1) 

Step 2 

Figure 6.2: Representation of AD1 method 

6.3.2 Thomas Algorithm 

Thomas algorithm is particularly efficient for a system of linear equations with non-zero 

elements only along three diagonals. This method is similar to LU factorization, which 

consists of three steps. 

1. Decomposition 

2- Forward substitution 

3. Back substitution 

This technique requires only five multiplications and three subtractions per grid point 

(Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983). Therefore, it is very efficient. 



6.4 Computer Code 

Once the finite difference equations were derived, a computer code was developed to solve 

them. Two separate codes were developed to solve steady state and transient case. The 

steady state case also solved using transient equations until the concentrations at 

consecutive time steps are differ only by a very small tolerance. The flow charts for both 

the computer codes are given in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. The language used was Fortran 90. A 

subroutine called DGTSV &om LAPACK (SIAM, 1999) was modified for solving the tri 

diagonal matrices. 

AU the real variables were assigned double precision. The convergence criterion for steady 

state was set as a maximum tolerance of 1 x10-" for concentrations at every grid point. 

The computer codes are given in the appendices. 

6.5 Numerical Consideratioas 

When numerical techniques are used to solve continuous differential equations, various 

approximations introduce errors and other numerical problems. Minimization of effects of 

these factors is very important for accuracy and the efficiency of the solution. Some of them 

are discussed below. 
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Figure 6.3 : Flow-chart for transient case 
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Figure 6.4: Flow-chart for steady state case 



6.5.1 Accuracy 

Accuracy of the solution depends on many factors. Deriving correct equations, proper 

discretization of time and space, and the accuracy of the solvers are of prime importance to 

ensure that the results are accurate. In addition, accurate estimations of the parameters are 

also required for accuracy. 

Correct representation of the physics involved, by the governing equations, is crucial for 

accurate results. Both advection and dispersion processes were considered in deriving the 

equations. The time step was very small because it was even less than one millionth of the 

total prediction time. Therefore, it could be assumed that all the temporal variations were 

captured by the model. The Courant number for any time step was less than 

6.5.2 Stability 

Numerical stability is an important issue in modeling. Stability is ensured if the errors at 

any stage of the computations are not amplified but attenuated as the computation 

progresses (Smith, 1985). Presence of round-off errors or any other computational errors 

may lead to numerical instability. Stability requires small time steps resulting in increased 

model run time. It varies depending on the finite difference scheme. The fully implicit and 

Crank-Nicholson schemes are always stable. The fully explicit case is conditionally stable. 

Depending on the problem, stability requires very small time steps for M y  explicit 

schemes. 



Due to the complexity involved, it is difficult to derive the stability constraints analytically. 

Stability criterion can be derived using Fourier stability method and matrix stability method 

(Ames, 1992). 

Although concentrations were considered implicitly in this model, velocities and other 

parameters were taken explicitly. Therefore, the rnodel has some stability issues. The most 

critical parameter contributed for instability was found to be the gas intrinsic permeability 

value. Calibration process required high permeability value in the range 10''' m2. Therefore, 

time step for the model was taken as 104 s. 

6.5.3 Numerical Dispersion 

A term similar to dispersive flux could be introduced to the finite difference equation when 

derivatives are approximated by Taylor's series expansion. This term introduces dispersion 

into the solution that is not a physical phenomenon but completely of numerical origin. 

This numerical dispersion could originate from approximation of both the spatial and 

temporal derivatives. Peaceman (1977) presented a general formula for the ratio of the 

numerical dispersion coefficient to physical dispersion coefficient for one-dimensional 

advective-dispersive flow as follows: 

where, a and w are the spatial and temporal weighting factors respectively. This expression 

shows that both the Courant number (Cr) and the Peclet number (Pe) affect numerical 

dispersion, but effect of Pe is more significant. Ctank-Nicholson approximation with 

centered weighting in space diminishes the numerical dispersion, 



Numerical dispersion is an issue when solving transport equations. This occurs due to 

truncation errors in the derivatives. Both finite difference and finite element schemes 

generate numerical dispersion. However, by reducing space and time discretization, it is 

possible to reduce this effect. 

In one-dimensional case, Peclet No. (Pe) is defined as; 

The accepted criterion is to keep Pe below 1 .O to minimize the numerical dispersion. in all 

the model runs carried out Pe was found to be below 0.1, thereby numerical dispersion was 

minimized, 

One advantage of finite difference method is that it ensures mass conservation. Therefore 

checking conservation of mass, considering flows between cells, provides a means of 

determining accuracy of the solution. For accuracy, mass conservation was checked for all 

the grid points in the steady state case. As the bottom of the domain has a constant flux 

boundary condition, in steady state the same flux should pass through any node. Both C02 

(specified) and air (which is zero) fluxes at a l l  the grid points were checked for any larger 

discrepancy. With tolerance vdue used (10''~) it was found the discrepancy in the flow was 

less than 0.1 % of the specified value. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

MODEL CALIBRATTON, VERIFICATION, AND RESULTS 

A major portion of this research includes developing a model to simulate gas migration in 

l a n m  covers in a flux chamber measurement scenario. Calibration and verification are 

integral components of the model development. Because of the complexities in the field 

experiments, laboratory data was used for these purposes. 

7.1 Model Calibration 

Calibration is a process in which model input parameters are adjusted until model output 

variables (or dependent variables) match field or experimental observed values to a 

reasonable degree. Model input parameters include permeabilities, dispersion coefficients, 

porosity etc. The model output variables for this research are concentrations or pressures at 

various points at various times. 

Model parameters such as gas permeability, molecular diffusion, and dispersivity etc. are 

difficult to determine accurately. As a result, one can seldom reproduce the field-observed 

(or experimental) conditions to a satisfactow degree using initially assigned model input 

parameters. Calibration thus provides a primary means for obtaining optimal values of 

model input parameters. In this sense, model calibration is synonymous with parameter 

estimation. Model caIibration can be performed either by adjusting the input parameters 

assigned for a simulation mode1 repeatedly in a manual triaI and error manner, or by using a 

computer code that has been designed specifically for parameter estimation. 

Parameter estimation is a non-lmique process (Zheng et al., 1995). In other words, a large 

number of parameter combinations, which may differ significantly, can provide equally 

reasonable matches between model results and fieId observations. However, a sensitivity 



analysis provides more comprehensive framework for dealing with non-uniqueness 

problem. 

When a model is intended to predict the transient behaviour of a system, calibration of the 

model against steady state data is not adequate, and calibration against transient data also 

should be considered. 

7.1.1 Calibration for Steudy State 

Calibration for steady state was achieved by changing all the parameters until there was an 

acceptable match between the simulated and experimental results. Some of the parameters 

were determined from the information available kom the laboratory experiments. Other 

parameters were decided ensuring they are within the range reported in literature. 

After sending gas through the soil column for several weeks, the soil was almost dry and 

therefore, the volumetric air content (gas porosity) of the soil was roughly equal to total 

porosity. Gas porosity was determined using the estimated dry density of the soil at the time 

it was compacted. Using the following equation (American Society of Agronomy); 

where, 

Ot = Total porosity 

Pd = Dry density of the soil (kg&) 

PI = Density of particles (kg/m3) 



Assuming a density of 2650 kg/m3 for solid particles of soil, and using the measured dry 

density of 1634 kg/m3, the total porosity can be calculated as 0.3 83. Therefore, gas porosity 

is assumed as 0.35. (volumetric water content = 3 -4%) 

Most of the gas diffusion coefficient values given in the Literature are for gas diffusion in air 

(Reid et d., 1987). Values for gas diffusion coeficient in porous media are rare. Therefore, 

the coefficient of moLecular diffkion was determined fiom measured values in air. The 

diffusion coefficients in porous media differ from values in air because of the effects of 

porosity and tortuosity. This factor was taken into consideration by using an empirical 

equation proposed by Millington and Quirk (1961). Their equation is given as follows: 

where, 

D,, = Diffusion coefficient in soil (m2s") 

Dair = Diffusion coefficient in air (m2s") 

$Y +t = Air porosity and totd porosity, respectively 

Using binary diffusion coefficient of COz in air as 1.8 x 10" m's-I (Reid et al., 1987), the 

soil gas diffusion coefficient was determined to be 4.6 x HI4 m2s-I. 

When parameter values were changed €or calibration process, sensitivity of the parameters 

to the results was also considered. When the uncertainty of a parameter was low, an attempt 

was made to keep it unchanged. That was the case with the gas porosity and the coefficient 

of molecular diffusion. Other parameters were varied within the ranges reported in literature 

until the simulated concentrations match the experimentai values. 

Laboratory results showed a higher dispersion of air into the system. The molecular 

di£bsion was too mall to account for this dispersion. However, when the gas velocities are 



comparatively large, in the range of 1 rn.day", mechanical dispersion becomes important. 

Therefore, the dispersivity value was changed until the simulated results match the 

experimental CO, concentration values. The value for calibrated dispersivity was found to 

be 0.5 m which lies on the higher side of the dispeeivity range reported in Literature. 

According to Mendoza and Frind (1990) dispersivity values range firom 0.01 to 1.0m. 

Lateral (horizontal) dispersivity was assumed to be 0.05 m. 

Gas permeability did not affect concentration profile significantly. However, it affected the 

flux rates due to advection and gas pressure within the soil. Very low pressures (5 -LO Pa) 

were monitored at the bottom of the soil cell. This shows that the soil has a high intrinsic 

permeability. The intrinsic permeability for calibration was decided to be 10"' m2. This is 

equivalent to a gas permeability of 2x104 ms*'. This value is acceptable for sandy loam soil 

(Zheng and Bennett, 1995). Horizontal permeability was assumed to be five times that of 

vertical value (Mendoza and Frind, 1990). The values used for calibration are given in the 

Table 7.1 Experimental and simulated concentration profiles are given in the Figure 7.1. 

Results &om one-dimensional model with a CO, flow rate of 199 gm*'bi were used for the 

calibration. 

Table 7.1 : Parameters used to calibrate the model 

Parameter 

Intrinsic Permeability - vertical 

Intrinsic Permeability - horizontaI 

Molecular DiFfUsion Coefficient 

Dispersivity - vertical 

Dispersivity - horizontal 

Volumetric Air Content 

Value 

I x lo-L0 m2 

5 x 10"~ m' 

5.46 x 1 O 5  m's" 

0.5 m 

0.05 m 

035 
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Figure 7.1 : Steady state CO, concentration profiles fkom experimental and model results 

7. L2 Calibration for Transient State 

Calibration for transient state is also done using different parameter values. However, all 

the parameters used for calibration in both the states should be the same. Therefore, a trial 

and error method used to determine these parameter values. The h d  set of parameters 

presented in Table 7.1 provided a somewhat satisfactory result. For transient state 

calibration, medium size flux chamber with a 199 gm'2day*' CO, flow was selected The 

graphs for simulated and experimental results are given in Figure 7.2. However, The mode1 

cannot simulate the latter part of the experimental c w e  accurately. Therefore, if the model 

is used to correct the flux chamber measurement, it is required to consider measurements 

within first 10 minutes. 
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Figure 7.2: C02 concentrations over time in the medium size flux chamber 

7 2  Sensitivity Analysis 

The purpose of a sensitivity analysis is to quantify the uncertainty in the calibrated model 

caused by uncertainties in the estimation of aquifer parameters and boundary conditions 

(Anderson and Woessner, 1992). A sensitivity analysis is an essential step in al l  modeling 

applications. 

During a sensitivity analysis, calibrated values of dl the parameters (eg. permeability, 

dispersion coefficients, porosity etc.) and boundary conditions are systematically changed 

within a previousiy established plausible range. The magnitude of change in concentration 

or pressure (or head in a flow model) fkom the calibrated solution is a measure of the 

sensitivity of the solution to that particular parameter. Sensitivity analysis is typically 

performed by changing one parameter value at a time. 



Sensitivity analysis in the model is carried out using 1-D steady state solution. As the 

transient model takes a long time to run this was the preferred option. Gas concentration 

profiles with changed parameter values were compared with the calibrated model results. 

7.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis on Grid Size 

Sensitivity of steady state gas concentrations on grid size of  the model was found to be 

small. The results of the analysis considering grid sizes of 1 cm, 2 cm, and 6 cm are given 

in the Figure 7.5. This less sensitivity has a great advantage of decreasing the number of 

grids in the model and thereby effectively reducing the model run time. However, as these 

results have to be imported for 2-D transient model, a larger grid size was not preferred. 

Since the flux chamber wall has to be simulated in r direction, large grid sizes were not 

appropriate. The grid size used for the model was 2 cm. 

Figure 7.3 : Sensitivity on grid size 



Z2.2 Semitbity AncrLysiS on Intrinsic Permeability 

Sensitivity on the intrinsic permeability was found to be very small. Intrinsic permeability 

values of one order of magnitude higher and lower than calibrated value were considered 

and the resulted concentration profiles were very similar. However, it had an impact on the 

gas pressure within the system. Therefore, when the target dependent variable was selected 

as pressure, permeability had a high sensitivity. 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

Depth (m) 

Figure 7.4: Sensitivity on intrinsic permeability 

Z2.3 Sensitivity on Molecular Dispersion 

Sensitivity of steady state gas concentration profiles on molecular diffusion coefficient (D) 

was found to be negligible. When a D value of I0 times higher that the caIibrated vdue was 

used, the model showed some sensitivity. However, that value was even Iarger than 

reported D in air. 
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Figure 7.5: Sensitivity on molecular dispersion 

I. 2.4 Sensitbig on gas porosity 

Gas porosity has a considerable impact on steady state gas concenmtion profile. However, 

as the porosity for laboratory experiments was determined based on actual dry density of 

the soil its uncertainty was low. However, under variable moisture content scenarios this is 

a very critical parameter. 
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Figure 7.6: Sensitivity on gas porosity 

7.2.5 Sensitivity on Dispemivity 

Sensitivity on dispersivity was signifcant That was because the major portion of the 

dispersion was due to mechanical dispersion. This is the most critical parameter for 

calibration. 
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Figure 7.7: Sensitivity on dispersivity 

7.3 Model Verification 

Model verification is defined as the process in which the calibrated model is shown to be 

capable of reproducing a set of fieId observations independent of that used in model 

calibration (Zheng and Be~et t ,  1995). Verification of this model was done by considering 

a different data set using the large chamber. The simulated and experimental resuits for that 

scenario are presented in Figure 7.3. According to that graph, The results of the mode1 were 

in agreement with the experimental data In addition, a data set obtained using the s m d  

chamber was also compared with the model resdts. The Figure 7.4 presents those results. 

In this case the modet over-estimates the chamber concentration after about 10 minutes. 

However, this result was also obtained using a grid size of 1 cm. Therefore, it could be 



assumed that the accuracy of the model prediction will be high if smaller grids are used. 

Doing that is restricted by the unacceptably small time steps. 

- Simulated 

Exprimentat i 

Time (sec) 

Figure 7.8: CO, concentrations over time in the large flux chamber 
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Figure 7.9: C02 concentrations over time in the small flux chamber 



7.4 Model Results 

Both experimental and model results give Linear plots for Concentration vs. time c w e s  in 

case of medium size or Large size chambers. Only in the small chamber, this is different. 

,4Lthough those graphs are almost straight lines with coefficients of determination (8) closer 

to unity, they also under-estimate the gas emissions. The reason for this is the reduction of 

slope of the curve in very early stage of  the measurement. I f  the mode1 results were 

observed very closely it is possible to notice that the rate of change of concentration inside 

the chamber decreases very fast Figures 7.10 and 7.1 1 demonstrate this observation. These 

figures are for the experiment with a flux rate of 199 gm-'day-l using the medium size 

chamber. 

Time (see) 

-- - Simdated 

, Linear (Simulated) 

Figrne 7.10: Concentration variation for 20 minutes 



' + Simulated 

, Linear 
(Simuiat ed) 

Figure 7.1 L : Concentration variation for first one minute 

Although both the coefficient of determination are satisfactory slope of the curve within 

fim minute is 25% more than the overall slope. This gives an error of 25% for the emission 

rates. Therefore, under-estimation in closed flux chamber occurs even within fim minute. 

This is not noticed in field measurements unless high frequency gas analyzers are used for 

measurements. CO, concentration contours and veiocity vectors also show the same 

phenomenon. 

The Figure 7.12 shows how the C 0 2  concentration contours change with time during a flux 

chamber measurement. There is a large variation even within first minute. It shows that 

concentration gradient has been reduced under the chamber and increased away from the 

chamber. Figure 7.13 shows the gas velocities within the study area 



Figure 7.12: CO, concentration contoun after I min. and 20 min. (values are in moY1) 
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Figure 7.13 : Velocity vectors in the soil after 20 minute 



CEAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Field estimation of CH, emissions from landfills is important to determine the global 

warming implications of waste landfilling. Furthermore, quantification of CH, emissions is 

required to assess the effectiveness of gas management practices at landfills. Economical 

and convenient techniques to measure gas emissions are therefore needed. Closed flux 

chamber method easily qualifies for this task provided the errors encountered are 

accounted for, 

The following conclusions were drawn from the field and laboratory experiments, and the 

mathematical model simulations: 

Closed flux chamber technique alters the concentration gradient in the soil and 

therefore, measured flux rates are lower than the actual emission rates. 

Similar flux rates were obtained by calculating the initial rate of change of 

concentration within the chamber, by both hear regression and second order 

po lyno rnial regression. 

Size of the chamber, mainly height of the chamber, and the flow rate determine the 

magnitude of error involved with flux measurements. 

Lab experiments showed that by selecting a chamber of suitable size (either by 

laboratory trials or by model simulations), as much as 90% of the flux could be 

measured, 

The 2-D model is capable of simulating the reduction of gas flow into the chamber 

over time. 

Initial flow into the chamber is mainly caused by dispersion. But advection takes 

over quickly as the concentration inside the chamber increases. Ultimately, both 

advection and dispersion decrease rapidly due to very s d  concentration gradient 



Under-estimation of the flux rate occurs even within the first minute after 

commencement of field measurement. 

Recommendations for hrther Research 

Findings of this research suggest seved directions for future studies: 

The model should be verified for different types of soils, under dif3erent moisture 

contents etc. More laboratory experiments should be conducted to genemte data for 

model verification. 

The model should be modified to incorporate different soil layen found in landfill 

cover systems. 

CH, oxidation kinetics shouid be incorporated into the model before it is used in the 

field to simulate landfill gas emissions. Therefore, more research has to be done to 

understand and model CH, oxidation. 

A calibrated and verified model including ail processes, advection, dispersion, and 

reactions could increase the accuracy of the closed flux chamber measurements. The 

model could be used to determine the actual gas emission rate using the flux chamber 

measurement as an input to the model. In addition to gas emission measurement rates, 

the model could be developed to determine source strength of the landfTll and the 

amount of CH, oxidized within the soil cover. This information is very useful for 

landfill gas utilization projects, as gas generation rates could be determined 

economically without going for intrusive methods. 
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APPENDIX A - TRANSIENT TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

Program Transient Flux Chamber 

Transient axisymmetric finite difference model to simulate gas migration 
in a landfill cover when a closed flax chamber is used, Only two gases were 
considered C02 and air. Advection and dispersion were considered. Use Steady 
state solutionsas the initial conditions. AD1 scheme was used and the tri 
diagonal matrices were solved using modified DGSTV subroutines taken from LAPACK. 

Developed by M.D.N. Perera, Department of Civil Engineering, U. of Calgary 
1999 

DOUBLE PREClSION X 1 (80),X2(80),Y I (80,50)7Y2(80,50),DPZ(80750), 
* Z(80),DPR(80,50),A 1(80,50),8 1(80,50),C I(80,50),D 1(80,50), 
* A2(80,50),B2(80,50),C2(80750),D2(80,50)7 
* P(80,50)Jt(SO),DZ(80),D R(SO),DT,CKK L ,CKK~,CKL (80,5O),CK2(80,50), 
* CK 1 I,CK2I,D EPTH,DIA,H~Z(SO)~R(SO),CFC I ,CFC2,VZ(80,50), 
* VR(80,50),VCN7VRC(80,50),DDRC(80,50).QB0TU I ,U2, WMI ,WM~,THETA I, 
* THETA2,PN,CN,DDZ(80,50),JlDR(80,50),DDZC,VI ,V2,V3,V4, 
* VS,RDT,RALFA I JULFA2,RI ADZ(80),R2ADZ(80),R t ADR(50)7R2AD~(5~)7 
* RADZ(8 O),RADR(50) 

INTEGER N,M,IC,IR,NM 
CHARACTER Filename 1*20, FiIename2*20 

WRITE (+,*) 'Give the Filename 1 : ' 

READ (*,*) Filename1 
OPEN (unit =8,access= 'APPENDf,file =Filename 1, status =VNKNOWN') 

WRITE (*,*) 'Give the FilenameZ: ' 
READ (*,+) Filename2 
OPEN (unit =9, acces+APPENDf7file = FiIename2, statu~VNKN0Wtrp) 

OPEN (UNIT = 10, FILE = 'kI.txf, STATUS = 'OLD') 

InitiaI values 

QBOT = 6- I35D-5 



D M  = 0.2SJDO 
H = 0.160DO 
PHI = 0.35DO 
CKKL = ID-10 
CKK2 = 5D- 10 
DD = 4.60D-5 
ALFA 1 = 0.50DO 
a F A 2  = 0.05DO 
DT = 1 .OD-5 
RT = 24.0427DO 
N = 28 
M = 2 3  
N 1 =  13 
CFC 1 = 1.46D-5 
CFC2 = 0.04 1578 i DO 
WM1= 4tDO 
WM2 = 28.94DO 
Ul = 1.519D-10 
U2 = 1 -755D-10 
T = O.ODO 

RDT = PWDT 
RALFAl = ALFA [/PHI 
RALFA2 = ALFAYPHI 

c Disretization in z and r directions 

Z(1) = O.ODO 
DO IR= 1,N 
DZm) = 2D-2 

END DO 

DO J=L,M+l 
DR(J) = LD-2 

END DO 



ADR(2) = DR( I )+DR(Z) 
ADR(3) = DR(Z)+DR(3) 
DO J = 4NfI 

R(I) = R(I- 1 )+DR(J- L ) 
ADR(J) = DR(J-I)+DR(J) 

END DO 

DO I R = Z , N  
RADZ(IR) = lDO/ADZ(IR) 
R 1 ADZ(IR) = 1 DO/(DZ(IR- l)*ADZ(IR)) 
R2ADZ(IR) = 1 DO/(DZ(IR)* ADZ(IR)) 
END DO 

DO IC = 2,MH 
RADR(1C) = 1 DO/ADR(IC) 
R I AD R(IC) = I DO/(DR(IC- I )*AD R(1C)) 
IUADR(1C) = L DO/(DR(IC)* AD R(IC)) 

END DO 

c Read steady sate values and assign for initial values 

DO R= 1,N+1 
READ ( 1 O,*) X 1 (IR),X2(1R) 

END DO 

DO IC = I ,  M+2 
DO IR = 24v+1 
Y 1CIRJC) = XI(IR) 
Y2(IRJC) = X2(IR) 
END DO 

END DO 

DO IC = IJd+2 
Y r ( r jc) = 1 . 4 6 ~ ~ 5  
Y2(1JC) = 0.041578 ID0 

END DO 

c Calculation for viscosity 

THETA1 = (t+DSQRT(UINZ)*((WM2IWbI t)**OXD0))**2DO/ 
* @SQRT(~DO*( I+WMI/WM~))) 

THETA2 = (L+DSQRT(UUUL)*((WML/WM2)**02SDO))**2DO/ 
t (DSQRT(SDO*(I +WM2/WM I))) 



c Beginning of 2-direction equations 

LOO CALL GRAD(Y 1 ,Y2,N,M,P,.DPZ,DPwRJlZ,Z) 

c Calculate velocities and dispersion coefficients 

WRITE (*,+) P(28,5), P( 1 5,5),P( 1,s) 
IF ((NM.EQ. i).OR.(NM/100.EQ.NM/ 100.0)) THEN 
DO IC= t,M+2 
DO IR= 1,N+I 
IF (Y 1 (TR,IC).EQ.O) THEN 
VIS = U2 
ELSE IF (Y2(IRIC).EQ.O) THEN 
VIs=u1 

ELSE 
VIS = U 1 /( 1 DO+THETA 1 *Y2(TR,IC)/Y I (IFtJC))+UU( 1 DO+TWETMS 

* Y 1 (lR,IC)N2(R,IC)) 
END IF 
CKl(IEt,IC) = CKKIMS 
CK2(TR,IC) = C W I S  

IF ((R-GT. 1 ).AND .(ZR,LT,N+ 1 ).AND.(f C.GT. 1 ) .AND.(ICILT.M+2))THEN 
V = DABS(CKl(R,IC)*DPZ(IR,IC)) 
DDZC = DD-tRALFAI*V 
PE = V*DZ(IR)/DDZC 
CO = VSDT/DZ(lR) 
END IF 

END DO 
CKI(1,IC) = I D3*CKI(2JC) 
EM) DO 

END F 



DO IR= l,N 
CKlI = 2DO/(IDO/CKL(ZRtLJC)+lDO/CK1(~IC)) 
CKZI = 2D0/(1 DOICK2(T[tIC+l)+l DO/CK2(IRJC)) 
VZ(lR,IC) = -CKlI*DPZ(nUC) 
VR@tJC) = -CK2I*DPR(IRJC) 
DDZ(IR,.IC) = DDtRALFA1 *DABS(VZmC)) 
DDR(R1C) = DD+RALFA2*DAsS(VZ(rrcJC)) 
END DO 

END DO 

DO IC = 2,M+ t 
DO R = 2 3  

VRC(WC) -CK2(IR,IC)*O.SDO*(DPR(IRJC)+DPR(RIC- I)) 
DDRC(TRJC) = DD+RALFA2*DABS(VZ(wC)) 

END DO 
END DO 

CALL BC(Y 1 ,Y2,N I ,CFC I ,CFC2,DDZ,DZ,DR,R,DTTVZ) 

DOIC= 1,Nl 
YI(1JC) =CFCl 
Y2(1JC) = CFC2 

END DO 

c Diagonals of the coefficient matrix 

A L (1% 1 JC) = VZ(IR- I JC)*RADZ(IR)+V I 
B 1 (IRJC) = -VZ(IR,IC) *RADZ(IR)+VZ(lR- 1 JC)*RADZ(IR)-V 142-RDT 
C l(rrUC) = -VZ(IRJC)*RADZ(R)+V2 
D L(JRJC) = -~C~C)lR(rC>VR(~C)*RADR(IC)+VR~C-I)* 

* RADR(IC)-V3-V4+RDT)*Y I(IR,IC)-(VSf VR.(R,IC-I)*RADR(IC) 
t +V3)*Y L (IRJC- I H-VR(TRJC)* RADR(1C)-V5+V4)*Y I mIC+ 1) 



A2(IR- I ,IC) = A I (ZR- 1 ,IC) 
B2(R,IC) = B 1 (IRJC) 
C2(IR,IC) = C l (RIC)  
M ( W C )  = - ( V R C ( ~ I C ) ~ ( I C ) + V R ( I ~  I)* RADR(1C)-VR(WC) * 

* RAD R(1C)-V+V3+RDT)*Y 2(lRJC)-(VS+VR(IR,IC- I )* RADR(IC) 
* +V3) *Y2(IR,IC- 1 )-(-VR(IRJC)*RADR(IC)-VS+V4)*Y2(IR,IC+ 1) 

END DO 
END DO 

c Top boundary condition (insideloutside chamber) 

B 1(2 JC) = VZ( I JC)*RPcDZ(2)-VZ(2,IC)*RADZ(2)-V2-V I -RDT 
C 1 (2,IC) = -VZ(2,IC)*mDZ(2)+V2 
D 1 (2,IC) = -(V I +VZ(1 ,IC)*RADZ(2))*Y 1 ( I  ,IC)-(VRC(2,IC)RflC) 

* tVR(2,IC- 1) * RADR(IC)-VR(2 JC) * RAD R(1C)-V3 -V4+RDT)* 
* Y 1 (2,IC)-(VS+VR(Z,IC- I)*WR(IC)+V3)*Y I(2,IC-1 1- 
* (-VR(2,IC)*RADR(rC)-VS+V4)*Y 1(2 JC+ I ) 

B2(2,iC) = B 1(2,1C) 
C2(2,IC) = C 1 (2,IC) 
D2(2,IC) = -(V 1 +VZ( 1 JC)* RADZ(2))*Y 2( I ,IC)-(VRC(2JC)/R(IC) 

* +VR(2JC- I ) * RAD R(IC)-VR(2,IC) * RAD R(IC)-V3-V4+RDT)* 
* Y2(2,1C)-(V5+VR(Z,IC-I )*RADR(IC)+V3) *Y2(2 JC* I )- 
* (-VR(2,IC) * RAD R(IC)-VS+V4) * Y2(2,IC+ I ) 
END DO 

c Bottom boundary condition 

DO rc = 2,M+I 

VCN = -CKl(N,IC)*(P(N+l JC)-P(N-I JC))*RADZCN) 



A 1 (N- 1 JC) = VZ(N- 1 ,IC)*RADZ(N)-VZ(NJC)*WZ(N)+V I+V2 
B I (N JC) = VZ(N- 1 ,IC)*RADZ(N)-VZOJ,IC)*WZ(N)-V 1-V2+(-VZ(N JC) 

* +V2*ADZ(N))*Vm/(DD+DABSvCN)*RALFA 1)-RDT 
D I (N,IC) = -(-VZ(NyIC)+V2*ADZ(N))*QBOT/(DD+DABS(VCN)* 

* RALFA 1)-(VK(N,IC)RoC)+VR(NTIC-l)*RPLDR(rC)-VR(NJC) 
4 *RADR(IC)-V3-V4+RDT)*Y I (N,IC)-pS+-(N,IC-I)*RADR(IC) 
* +V3)*Y l(N,IC- 1)-(-VR(N,IC)*RADR(IC)-VS+V4)*Y I (N,IC+I) 

A2W- 1 JC) = A 1 (N- I ,IC) 
B2(N JC) = B 1 (NJC) 
D2(NTIC) = -(VRC(N,IC)/R(IC)+VR(N JC-I)*RADRC[C)-VR(N,IC)* 

~t RADR(IC>V3-V4+WT)*Y2(NJC>~S+~~ JC-I)* RADR(ZC)+ 
* V3)*Y2(NTIC- 1)-(-VR(NyIC)* RADR(1C)-V5+V4) 2 1 ) 

c Solve for z direction 

DO IC = 2,M+ 1 
CALL DGTSV 1 (N JC,A 1 ,B 1,C 1 ,D I )  
CALL DGTSV 1 (N JCfl,B2,C2,D2) 

END DO 

c update y vaIues 

DO IC = 2, M+I 
DOR=2,N 
YI(R,lC) = DI(IR,.rC) 
Y2(IR,IC) = D2(1R,IC) 
END DO 

END DO 

DO [C =2,h4+I 
Y Z (Nt 1 JC) = Y I (N,IC)+(Y I(N,.IC)-Y I (N- I JC)) 
Y2(N+- 1 JC) = Y2(N,IC)+(Y2~JC)-Y2(N-IJC)) 

ENID DO 



y 2 m  1) = YZ(KR,~) 
YI(IR,Mf2) = YI~R,M)  
Y2(IRJ\I+2) = YZ(IR,M) 

END DO 

c End of Z direction 

c Beginning of r-direction 

CALL GRAD(Y I ,Y2,N,MTP,DPZ,DPR,DR,DZ,Z) 

c IF ((NM.EQ. I).OR.(NM/IOOO.EQ.NM/1000.0)) TIEN 
C 

c DO IC = ITM+2 
c DO IR= 1&+1 
c IF (Y 1 (wC),EQ.O) THEN 
C WS = u2 
c ELSE IF (Y2(IR,lC)EQ.O) 
C VIS=Ul 
c ELSE 
c VIS = V l/( 1 DO+THETA 1 *Y2(IRIC)N l(RJC))+UU( I DO+THETA2* 
c * Y t ( IR, IC)~(~RJC))  
c END IF 
c c~l(nx,rc) = CKKIMS 
c CKZ(IR,IC) = CKK2MS 
C 

c IF (((IR-GT. I ).AND .(IR.LT.N+ 1 ))AND .((IC .GT. I) .AND .(IC.LT.M+2))) 
c *TEEN 
c V = DABS(CKI(I~C)*DPZ(IRJC)) 
c DDZC = DWRALFAI *V 
c PE = V*DZ(IR)/DDZC 
c CO = V*DT/DZ(IR) 
C 

c IF (PE-GTJN) PN = PE 
c LF (C0.GT.CN) CN = CO 
C 

C ENDIF 
c 
c END DO 
c EM> DO 
C 

c EM) IF 



DO rR= l,N 
CKI I = 2DO/(l DO/CKl(R+I JC)+I DO/CKI(IRJC)) 
CK2I = 2D0/(1 DO/CK2(IRJC+ 1)+ I DO/CK2(IR,IC)) 
vzmrc) = -CKII*DPZ(IRJC) 
VR(RJC) = -CK2I*DPR(IR.,lC) 
DDZ(IR,IC) = DD+RALFA 1 *DABS(VZ(WIC)) 
DDR(IR,IC) = DD+RALFA2*DABS(VZ(IRJC)) 
END DO 

EM3 DO 

DO TC = 2,M+l 
DO R = 2 3  
VRC(IRJC) = -CK2(IR.,IC)*O.5DO*@PR(IR.,IC)+DPR(~C-1)) 
DDRC(IRJC) = DD+RALFA2*DABS(VZ(RIC)) 
END DO 
END DO 

CALL BC(Y I,Y2,N 1 ,CFC t ,CFC2,DDZ,DZ,DR,R,DT,VZ) 

DOIC= 1,N1 
Yl(1,IC) = CFC1 
Y2( I ,IC) = CFC2 

END DO 

c Diagonals of coefficient matrix 



END DO 
END DO 

c Bottom tayer 

A 1 (N,IC- 1) = VS+VR(N,IC- l)*RADR(IC)+V3 
B 1 (N JC) = VRC(N JC)/R(IC)-VR(N,IC)'RADR(IC)+VR(NJC- l)*RADR(IC) 

* -V3-VJ-RDT 
C 1 (N,IC) = -VR@J,IC)*RADR(IC)-VS+V4 
D 1 (N,IC) = -(-VZ(N JC)+V2*ADZ(N))*QBOTI(DD+DABS(VCN)* RALFA I )  

* -(-V 1 -V2-VZ~,IC)*RADZ(N)+VZ~ I ,IC)*RADZO+ 
* (-VZ(N,IC)+V2*ADZ(N))*VCNf(DD+DABS(VC'N)* RALFA I )+RDT) 
* *Y 1 (N,IC)-(V I-VZ(N,IC)* RADZ(N)+VZ(N- 1 ,IC)* -2) 
* *Y l(N-1JC) 

A2(N,IC-I) = Al(N,IC-t) 
B2(N,IC) = B I (N JC) 
C2(N,IC) = C I (NJC) 
D2(NJC) = -(VZ(N- I JC)*RADZCN)-VZ(NJC)*RADZ(N)-V2-V 1 + 

* (-VZ(N,IC)+V2*AoZ~)*VCN/(DD+DABS(vCN)*RALFA I)+ 
* RDT) *Y2(NJC)-(V 1 -VZ(N,lC) *RADZ(N)+VZ(N- I ,IC)* 
* RADZO+V2)*Y2(N- I JC) 

END DO 

C Left boundary condition 



END DO 

C Bottom layer 

c Right boundary condition 



A2(IR,M) = A l(IR,M) 
B2(IR.,M+l) = Bl(IR,M+l) 
D2(IR,M+ I )  = -(VZ(IR-1,M+ l)*RADZ(IR.)-VZ(RJd+ 1 )*RADZ(LR)-V 1 -V2+ 

* RDT)*Y 2(IRJM+ 1 )-(V 1 +VZ(IR- 1 ,M+ l)*RADZ(IR)) * 
* Y2(IR- 1 ,M+ 1)-(-VZ(K&l+ I)*RADZ(IR)+Vt)*Y2(IR+ 1 ,M+ 1 ) 

END DO 

C Bottom layer 

VCN = -CKI (N,M+ l)*(P(N+l ,M+ 1)-P(N-1 ,M+ l))*RADZ(N) 

A L(N,M) = V3+V4+VR(N,M)*RADR(M+ 1)-VR(N,M+ I)*RADR(M+ 1) 
B I (NN+ 1 ) = VRC(N,M+l)IR(M+ 1)-VR(N,M+l )*RADR(M+ l)+VR(N,.M)* 

* RADR(M+ 1)-V3 -V4-RDT 
D 1 (N,M+ 1) = -(-VZ(N,.M+ 1 )tV2*ADZ(N))*QBOT/(DD+DABS(vCN)* RALFA 1) 

* -(VZ(N- 1 ,M+ l)*WZCN)-VZ(N,M+ I)* RADZ(N)-V 1 -V2+ 
* VZ(N,M+ l)+V2*ADZ(N))*VCN/@D+DABS(vCN)*RFLLFA l)+RDT) 
* *Y 1 (N,M+ 1)-(V 1 +V2-VZ(N,.M+ l)*RADZ(N)+VZ(N-1 ,M+ 1 )* 
* RADZ(N))*Y 1 (N- 1 ,M+ 1) 

DO IR = 2,N 
CALL DGTSV2(M+l ,IR,AI,B I,C Ipl) 
CALL DGTSV2(M+ JR+U,B2,C2,D2) 

EM> DO 



DO IC = 2,M+l 
DO R = 2 3  
Y I(rR,IC) = D l(1WC) 
Y2(lRJC) = D2(RlC) 

END DO 
END DO 

DO IR = 2,N 
YI(lR,I) = Yl(IR,3) 
Y I (R,M+2) = Y I (IRM) 
Y2(IR, 1)  = Y2(IR,3) 
Y 2(wM+2) = Y2(IRM) 

END DO 

DO IC = 2,M+ 1 
Y I (N+ I JC) = Y I (N,IC)+(Y I(N,IC)-Y L (N- L JC)) 
Y2(N+ 1 ,IC) = Y2(N,IC)+fl2(N,IC)-Y2~-1 JC)) 

END DO 

c End of r- direction 

IF (T.LT.59) THEN 
IF (MOD(T,O. I).LT.0.00025) THEN 
OPEN (unit =#,access= 'APPEND',file =Filename I) 
W T E  (8,*) T,Y 1(1,5),Y2(l15) 
CLOS E(8) 
ENDIF 
ELSE IF (MOD(T,60.O).LT.0.00025) THEN 

O P M  (unit =$access= 'APPENDt,file =Filename I )  
WRITE (8,') T,Y 1(1,5),Y2( I ,S) 

CLOSE(8) 
END IF 
IF (~10D(Ty300.0).LT.0.00025) THEN 
OPEN (unit =9, access='APPENIY,file = FilenameZ) 
WRITE(9;*) T 
DO IC = 2,M+I 
D O E =  I,N 
wRn"E ( 9 1 2 9  R(IC)ZR),Y 1 W C ) ,  Y 2 W C )  

225 FORMAT (4F 1 3.1 0) 
END DO 

END DO 
WRITE ( 9 3  PN, CN 



CLOSE (9)  
END IF 

OPEN (unit =9, acces~APPEND',ftIe = Filename2) 
WRITE(9, *) T 
DO IC = 2,M+I 
DO R =  I,N 
W T E  (9,225) R(IC),Z(IR),Y I (IRIC), Y2(IR,IC) 

END DO 
END DO 
W T E  (9,') PN, CN 
CLOSE (9)  

OPEN (unit =8,access= 'APPEND',fiIe =Filenamel) 
W T E  (8,*) PN,CN 
W T E  (8,") TIME 1 
CLOSE(8) 

END 

SUBROUTINE GRAD(Y I,Y2,N,M&DPZDPUWZ,Z) 

DOUBLE PRECISION Y 1(80,50),Y2(80,50),DPZ(80,50),Z(80), 
* DPR(8O,SO),DR(SO),P(80,5O),DZ(80) 

MTEGER N,M,IR,IC 

c Calculate pressures 
DO [C = I,M+2 
DO R =  t,N+I 
P(IwC) = 24.0427DO*(Y I (IR,IC)+Y2(IR.,IC))+(O.S6DO-Z(IR))* 

* I.204DOf 9.8 1DO/I .O 14DS 
END DO 
END DO 

C Calculate gradients 
DO tC = I,M+l 
DO IR= L,N 

DPZ(IR,.tC) = (P(IR+I JC)-P(RJC))/DZ(IR) 
DPR(IRIC) = (P(IRJC+l)-P(RJC))/DR(IC) 
EM) DO 



END DO 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE BC(Y L,Y2,N 1 ,CFC 1 ,CFCZ,DDZ,DZ,DR,R,.DT+VZ) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y 1 (80,50),Y2(80,50),DR(50),R(50),DT~VZ(80,50), 

rlr CFC 1 ,CFC2J3DZ(80 ,50) ,DZ(8O)~A 
INTEGER N 1 

RAREA = 1 D-3/(0.03 DOSO. i I 1 DOSO. 1 1 1 DO) 
c Flux chamber concentration for the next time step 

DO IC = 3,NI-1 
CFC I = CFC lt(DDZ(1 ,IC)*(Y l(2,IC)-Y 1(f  ,IC))/DZ( I) 

t -OSDO*(Y L( I ,IC)+Y l(2 JC))*VZ( 1 ,IC))*R(IC)*(DR(IC)+ 
* DR(1C- 1))*4*DT*RAREA 

CFC2 = CFC2+(DDZ( 1 ,IC)*(Y2(2,IC)-Y2(1 ,IC))/DZ( 1) 
* -OSDO*(Y2(1 ,IC)+Y2(2JC))*VZ( l,IC))*R(IC)*(DR(IC)+ 
* DR(IC- 1))*4*DT*RAREA 
END DO 

CFC 1 = CFC l+(DDZ(1,2)*(Y 1(2,2)-Y 1(1,2))/DZ(l)-0,5DOS(Y 1(1,2) 
* +Yl(2,2))*VZ(l,2))*DR(1)*DR(I)*DT*RAREA 
* +(DDZ(I,N1)*(YI(2,N1)-Y1(I,N1))/DZ(I)-0.500*(Y1(~~1)+ 
* Y 1 ( 2 ~ 1 ) ) * V Z ( i ~ l ) ) ' R ( N l - I ) * D R ( N I - I ) * 4 * D T * ~  
CFC2 = CFC2+@DZ(l,2)*(Y2(2,2)-Y2( 1,2))/DZ( I )-0.5DO*(Y2( 1,2)+ 

* Y2(2,2))*VZ(IJ))*DR(l)*DR(l)*DT*RAREA 
t +(DDZ( 1,N 1)*(Y2(2,N 1)-Y2( 1 ,N I))/DZ(I)-0.5DO*(Y2( 1 ,N I)+ 
* Y2(2,NI))*VZ(~,Nl))*R(N1-I)*DR(Nl-I)*4*DT*RAREA 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DGTSV1( NN, 1, DL, D, DU, B ) 
* 
* - LAPACK routine (version 2.0) - 
* Univ- of T~M€!ss~~,  Univ. of California Berkeley, NAG Ltd., 
* Courant Institute, Argonne NationaI Lab, and Rice University 
* September 30, 1994 
* 
* .. Scalar Arguments .. 

INTEGER NN, I 

* .. Array Arguments .. 



D O D L E  PRECISION B( 80,50 ), D( 80,50 ), DL( 80,50 ), 
* DU( 80,50 ) 
* .. 
* 
* Purpose 
* 

* DGTSV solves the equation 
* 

* where A is an N-by-N tridiagonal matrix, by Gaussian elimination with 
* partial pivoting. 
* 
* Note that the equation At*X = B may be solved by interchanging the 
* order of the arguments DU and DL. 
* 
* Arguments 
* 

* N (input) MTEGER 
* The order of the matrix A. N >= 0. 
* 
* NRHS (input) MTEGER 
* The number of right hand sides, i.e., the number of columns 
* of the matrix B. NRHS >= 0. 
* 
* DL (inputloutput) DOUBLE PRECISION array, dimension (N-1) 
* On entry, DL must contain the (n-I) subdiagonal elements of 
* A. 
c On exit, DL is overwritten by the (n-2) elements of the 
* second superdiagonal of the upper triangular matrix U from 
* the LU factorization of A, in DL(i), ..., DL(n-2). 
* 
* D (input/output) DOUBLE PRECISION array, dimension 0 
* On entry, D must contain the diagonal elements of A. 
* On exit, D is overwritten by the n diagonal elements of U. 
* 
* DU (inputloutput) DOUBLE PRECISION array, dimension (N-1) 
* On entry, DU must contain the (n-1) superdiagonal elements 
* of A. 
* On exit, DCI is overwritten by the (n-I) elements of the first 
* superdiagonal of U. 
* 
* B (inputloutput) DOUBLE PRECISION array, dimension (LDB,NRHS) 
* On entry, the N-by-NRHS right hand side matrix B. 
* On exit, if INFO = 0, the N-by-NRHS soolution matrix X. 



* LDB (input) INTEGER 
* The leading dimension of the array B. LDB >= mau(1,N). 

* INFO (output) INTEGER 
* = 0: successhl exit 
* < 0: if INFO = -i, the i-th argument had an illegal value 
* > 0: if INFO = i, U(i,i) is exactly zero, and the solution 
* has not been computed. The factorization has not been 
* completed unless i = N. 
* 

* ., Parameters .. 
DOUBLE PRECISION ZERO 
PALMMETER ( ZERO = O.OD+O ) 

* .. 
* .. Local ScaIars .. 

INTEGER K 
DOUBLE PRECISION bWT,  TEMP 

* ,. Intrinsic Functions .. 
rNTRINSIC ABS, MAX 

* Subdiagonal is zero, no elimination is required. 
* 
* IF( D( K,I ).EQ.ZERO ) THEN 
* 
* Diagonal is zero: set NFO = K and return; a unique 
~t solution can not be found. 
* 

C W O = K  
t RETURN 
* END IF 

IF( ABS( D( ECJ ) ).GE.ABS( DL( YI ) ) ) 'THEN 
* 
~r No row interchange required 
* 

MULT=DL(KJ)/D(K,I) 
D( K+1J ) = D( K+l ,I ) - MULT*DU( KJ ) 



IF( KLT.( NN- L ) ) 
$ DL( &I ) = ZERO 
ELSE 

* 
4 Interchange rows K and K+l 
* 

bflJLT=D(KI)/DL(KJ) 
D ( E C I ) = D L ( K I )  
TEMP = D( K+lJ ) 
D( K+l J ) = DU( K,I ) - MULT*TEMP 
IF( K.LT.( NN- 1 ) ) THEN 
DL( &I ) = DU( K+l,I ) 
DU( K+I,I ) = -MULT*DL( [CI ) 

END IF 
DU( ECJ ) = TEMP 

TEMP = B( K,I ) 
B( &I ) = B( K+l J )  
B( K+I,I )=TEMP-MULT*B(K+I,I) 

* Back solve with the matrix U from the factorization. 
* 

B(NNJ)=B(NN,I)/D(N,I) 
IF( NN-GT. I ) 

$ B(W-IJ)=(B(NN-1,I)-DU(W-lJ)*B(NJ))/ 
$ D(NN-1,I ) 
DO40 K=NN-2,2,-1 
B( KJ ) = ( B( K,I )-DU( KJ )*B( K+l J )-DL( U )* 

$ B( K+2,1 1 D( 
40 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
* 
* End of DGTSVl 
* 

END 

SUBROUTINE DGTSV2( NN, 1, DL, D, DU, B) 
* 
* - LAPACK routine (version 2.0) - 



* Univ. of Tennessee, Univ. of California Berkeley, NAG Ltd., 
* Courant Institute, Argonne National Lab, and Rice University 
* September 30, 1994 
* 
* .- Scalar Arguments .- 

INTEGER m, I 
* *. 

* .. Array Arguments .. 
DOUBLE PRECISION B( 80,50 ), D( 80,50 ), DL( 80,50 ), 

* DU( 80,50) 

* ,. Parameters .- 
DOUBLE PEECISION ZERO 
PARAMETER ( ZERO = O.OD+O ) 

* .* 

* .. Local Scalars .- 
INTEGER K 
DOUBLE PRECISION MULT, TEMP 

* .. 
* .. Intrinsic Functions .. 

l3mEUNSIC ABS, MAX 

DO30 K = 2 , N N -  I 
* IF( DL( I, K ) .EQ.ZERO ) THEN 
* 
dB Subdiagonal is zero, no elimination is required. 
* 
* E( D( T,K ).EQ.ZERO ) THEN 
* 
4~ Diagonal is zero: set INFO = K and return; a unique 
* solution can not be found. 
* 
C W O = K  
C RETURN 
* ENDtF 

IF( Ass( D( I,K ) ).GE.ABS( DL( I,K ) ) ) THEN 
* 
* No row interchange required 
* 

MULT = DL( I& ) / D( 1,K ) 
D( IX+I ) = D( I,K+I ) - MIILT*DLJ( I,K ) 
B( r,mL ) = B( I,K+I ) - MULT*B( rs ) 



ELSE 
* 
* Interchange rows K and K+ I 
* 

MULT = D( I,K ) / DL( [,K ) 
D( I,K ) = DL( I,K ) 
rEbP = D( I,K+l) 
D( I,K+l ) = DU( I,K ) - bKJLTSTEMP 
LF( K.LT.( NN-1 ) ) THEN 
DL( IJC ) = DU( I,K+l ) 
DU( Ix+ 1 ) = -MSJLT*DL( I,K ) 

mrF 
DU( I,K ) = TEMP 

TEMP = B( I,K) 
B(I ,K)=B( I J (+ I )  
B( I,K+l ) = TEMP - r n T * B (  EJs+l) 

END IF 
30 C 0 N T l N . E  

* 
* Back soIve with the matrix U From the factorization. 
t 

B([,NN) =B(  I,NN)/ D(I,NN) 
IF( NN.GT. I ) 

% B([m-l)=(B([,NN-l)-DU(T,NN-I)*B(Is'NN))/D(I~-I) 
DO 40 K=NN-2,2, -1 
B( 1,K ) = ( B( [,K )-DL!( I,K )*B( I,K+1 )-DL( I,K )* 

$ B( IS+2 D( I,K ) 
40 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
* End of DGTSV2 

END 



APPENDIX B - STEADY STATE ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

Program Steady state gas migration in soils 

One Dimensional case, with time 
Non-equal discritization 
Steady state 

Developed by M.D.N. Perera, Dept. of Civil Engineering, U. of Calgary 

DOUBLE PRECISION X 1 (80),X2(80),P(80),DP2(80),V(80),PE7CO7 
* DD,DISP(80),DZ(80),CK,CK I (80),PHI&T,A I (80),B 1 (80),C 1(80), 
* 1 (SO),Q 1 (80),Q2(80),DEPTH,Z(80),QBOT7U 1 ,UZ,VCN,ADZ(80), 
* WM 1, WM2,T,DT,A2(80)32(80),C2(80),D2(8O),CK I(80),VC,DTS, 
* RDT,RADZ(80),RI AD2(80),R2ADZ(80) 

INTEGER I,J,N,L 
CHARACTER Filenarnes20 

WRITE (*,*) 'Give the Filename: ' 

READ (*,+) Filename 
OPEN (unit = 8, file = Filename, status = 'UNKNOWN') 
OPEN (unit = 9, file = 'b7.mt') 

QBOT = 6.13SD-5 

Assign parameters 
k=W k ( n )  
CK=kkr/(mu) 
CKI - z dir 
DDZ = molecular difision 
Mechanical dispersion = ALFA*V 
Hydrodynamic dispersion = DDZ + ALFAsV 
DPZ is fim derivative of pressure P 

N=28 
DEPTH = 0.54DO 



END DO 

DT = OcOOOIDO 
PM = 0.35DO 
CK= lD-LO 
DD = 4.60D-5 
ALFA = O.SDO 
RT = 24,0427DO 
U1 = 1,519D-10 
U2 = 1.755D-10 
WM1= 44DO 
W = 28.94D0 

Initial guesses 
DO J = 2,N 

XI(J) = 0.041 57*Z(J)/DEPTH 
X2(J) = 0.04 15-0.04 12*Z(J)/DEPTH 
P(J) = 24.0427DOS(X l(J)+X2(1))+(0.56DO-Z(J))* I .  1 DO"9.8 1 DO 

* 11.0 14DS 
Z(.l+l) = Z(J)+DZ(J) 
ADZ(J) = DZ(J- 1 )+DZ(J) 

END DO 

THETA I = (I DO+DSQRT&J lNZ)*((WM2/WM 1)**0.25D0))**2DO/(DSQRT(8DO* 
* ( l DO+ WM IlWM2))) 

THETA2 = ( I  DO+DSQRT(LJ2/U2)*((WM I/WM2)**0.25DO))**2DO/(DSQRT(8DO* 
* ( 1 DO+WM2/WM I ))) 

RDT = PKVDT 



c Calculation of pressure and gradient 

D Q J = l , N + l  
P(J) = RT*(X l(I)+X2(.l))+(O.56DO-Z(J))* 1204D0*9.8 1D0/1.0 14DS 
END DO 

c velocities, dispersion 

ff ((IeEQ. l).OR.(I/ 100.EQ-I/ 10000)) THEN 
D O J =  1,N+l 
IF (X 1 (QEQ .O .O) THEN 
ws = u2 
ELSE IF (X(Q.EQ.O.0) THEN 
MS=UI 
ELSE 
WS = U 1/( 1 DO+THETA 1 *X2(J)/X I (J))+UZ(I DO+THETUSX 1 (J)/X2(1)) 
ENDIF 

CKI(J) = CKNIS 
VC =-CKl(I)*(DPZ(I-1)+DPZ(J))RHI 
DIS = DD+ALFA*DABS(VC) 

TF ((J.GT. 1 ).AND.(J.LT.N+ 1)) THEN 
PE = DABS(VC)*DZ(J)/DIS 
CO = DABS(VC)*DT/DZ(T) 
IF (PE-GTPN) PN = PE 
IF (CO-GT.CN) CN = CO 
ENDIF 

END DO 

c interface permeability 

DO J =  1,N 
CKlI(J) = 2DO/(I DO/CKl(J+I)+ t DO/CKl (J)) 
EM) DO 

END IF 



DO J = I,N 
V(J) = -CK I I(J)*DPZ(J) 
orsP(J) = DD+ALFA*D~S(V(J))/PHI 
END DO 

c DiagonaIs of coefficient rnaa-i,~ 
c Top boundary condition 

B l(2) =O.SDO*(V(l)-V(2))*RADZ(2)-D[SP(2)*R2ADZ(2)-DISP(l)* 
* R I ADZ(2)-RDT 

C t(2) = -0.SDO*V(2)*RADZ(2)+DISP(2)*R2ADZ(2) 
D 1(2) = (-V( l)*RADZ(2)-2DO*DISP(I)*Rl ADZ(2))*Xl(1)-(B 1(2)+2DO*RDT) 

* *X l(2)-C1(2)*X1(3) 

c Intermediate points 

A2(J-I) = Al(J-1) 
82(Q = B l(J) 
C2(0 = C I(J) 
D2(J) = -A2(J- 1)*X2(J- I)-(B2(J)t2DO*RDT)*X2(J)-C2(J)*X2(J+l) 

END DO 

c Bottom boundary condition 



A2(N-1) =Al(N-1) 
B2(N) = B I (N) 
D 2 0  = -AZ(N- I)*X2(N-l)-(B2CN)+2DO*RDT)*X2(N) 

c Solve the equations by Thomas Algorithm. 

CALL DGTSV(NAIJ31,C 1,DI) 

CALL DGTSV(N,A232,C2,D2) 

c Check convergence 

20 DO J = 2,N 
Xl(J) = D1(J) 
X2(J) = D2(J) 
END DO 

c Gas transport to check contnuity 



WTE(8,*) 'CK= ', CK, ' DDZ= ', DD, ' ALFA= '&FA, ' PHI= ' 
* ,-PHI, ' DT= ', DT 

DO I = 1,NH 
WRITE(8,3 5 )  Z(J)X L(QX(QPQ,Q l(n,Q2(3, X 1 (n/(X l(T)+XZ(n) 
END DO 
WRITE (8,*) PN, CN, T 

35 FORMAT(TFlO.7) 

END 

S U B R O U W  DGTSV( NN, DL, D, DU, B ) 
* 
* - LAPACK routine (version 2.0) - 
* Univ. of Tennessee, Univ. of California Berkeley, NAG Ltd., 
* Courant Institute, Argonne National Lab, and Rice University 
* September 30, 1994 
* 
* .. Scalar Arguments .. 

INTEGER NN 
* .. 
* .. Amy Arguments .. 

DOUBLE PRECISION B(80), D(80), DL(80), DU(80) 

* Purpose 
* 
* 
* DGTSV soIves the equation 
* 
* A*X=B, 
* 
* where A is an N-by* tridiagond matrix, by Gaussian eiimination with 
* partial pivoting, 
* 
* Note that the equation A'*X = B may be solved by interchanging the 
* order of the arguments DU and DL. 
* 
* Arguments 
* 

* N (input) INTEGER 
* The order of the matrix A. N >= 0. 



* NRHS (input) INTEGER 
* The number of right hand sides, i.e., the number of columns 
* of the matrix B. NRHS >= 0. 
* 
* DL (inputfoutput) DOUBLE PRECISION array, dimension (N- 1) 
* On entry, DL must contain the (n-1) subdiagonal elements of 
* A. 
* On exit, DL is overwritten by the (n-2) elements of the 
* second superdiagonal of the upper triangular matrix U from 
~r the LU factorization of A, in DL(l), ..., DL(n-2). 
* 
* D (input/output) DOUBLE PRECISION array, dimension (N) 
* On entry, D must contain the diagonal elements of A. 
* On exit, D is ovenvritten by the n diagonal elements of U. 
t 

* DU (inputloutput) DOUBLE PRECISION may, dimension (N-1) 
* On entry, DU must contain the (n-1) superdiagonal elements 
* of A. 
* On exit, DU is overwritten by the (n-I) elements of the first 
* superdiagonal of U. 
* 
* B (input/ou~ut) DOUBLE PRECISION m y ,  dimension ( L D B , m S )  
* On entry, the N-by-NRHS right hand side matrix B. 
* On exit, if INFO = 0, the N-by-NRHS so tution matrix X. 
8 

* LDB (input) MTEGER 
* The leading dimension of the array B. LDB >= max( 1,N). 
* 
* INFO (output) INTEGER 
* = 0: successfirl exit 
rt < 0: if I M O  = -i, the i-th argument had an illegal value 
* > 0: if INFO = i, U(i,i) is exactly zero, and the solution 
* has not been computed. The factorization has not been 
* completed unless i = N. 
* 

* .. Parameters .. 
DOUBLE PEGCISION ZERO 
P-TER ( ZERO = O.OD+O ) 

4t a. 

* .. Local Scalars .. 
[NTEGER K 
DOUBLE PRECISION MULT, TEMP 

* .. 
* .- Intrinsic Functions .. 



INTRINSIC ABS, MAX 
.- 
.. External Subroutines .. 
EXTERNAL XERBLA 
. * 
,. Executable Statements .. 

D O 3 0 K = 2 , N N - I  
IF( DL( K ).EQ.ZERO ) THEN 

Subdiagonal is zero, no elimination is required. 

IF( D( K ).EQ.ZERO ) THEN 

Diagonai is zero: set M F O  = K and return; a unique 
solution can not be found. 

END [F 
ELSE 

IF( Ass( D( K ) ).GE.ABS( DL( K ) ) ) THEN 

No row interchange required 

IF( K.LT.( NN- 1 ) ) 
$ D L ( K )  =ZERO 
ELSE 

Interchange rows K and K+I 

M U L T = D ( K ) / D L ( K )  
D ( K ) = D L ( K )  
TEMP = D( K+I ) 
E( KLT.( NN-I ) ) THEN 
D( K+L ) = DU( K ) - MllLTCTEMP 

DL(K)=DU(K+I ) 
DU( Ktl ) =-bKLT*DL( K ) 

ENDIF 
DU( K ) = TEMP 



EBB a: 
30 CONTINUE 

* Back solve with the matrix U tiom the factorization. 
* 

B(NN)=B(NN)/ D ( N N )  
lF(NN.GT.1 ) 

$ B(W-l)=fB(NN-1)-DU(NN-l)*B(NN))/D(NN-I) 
DO40 K = W - 2 , 2 , - 1  
B( K ) = ( B( K )-DU( K )*B( K+l )-DL( K )* 

$ B(K+2))/D(K) 
40 CON- 

* 
RETURN 

* 
* End of DGTSV 
* 
EM> 




